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Buildirg a custom kitchen
can be atryirgbusiness. But it doesnt

have to be.
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No matter how far you plan
ahead, constructing a kitchen
is never a simple process.

How can you make sure the
cabinets will turn up before
the carpenters arrive?

Will the plumbing fixtures

come first? Or the plumbers?
It's possible to make your

life even more complicated by
selecting a refrigerator from
one comp any, a dishwasher
from another, and the oven
and cooktop fiom yet two more

'fhis could mean you end
up talking to.four different
people about such irnportant
things as delivery clates. And
servlce.

Fortunately, hrlrvever, there
is a simpler answer-.

Monograrn.
A complete lirw of built-in

appliances.
Which includes a

downdraft induction cooktop
that looks like a gleaming sheet
of white glass. (No one else
makes one this color.)

The only built-in
refrigerator with an electronic
monitoring systenr and
dispenser. (It offers notjust
water and cubed ice, but also
crushed ice through the door.)

And an electronic
dishwasher with a unique front
panel design that enables it t<r

blend in with the cabinets
better than any other.

But innovative products
like these are not the primary
reason t<l consider the
Monogram" line.

Its strongest feature is the
fact that it zi a line. Which
means you only have to deal
with onc company.

A company that goesjust a
little further when it come to
service.

Who else offers you
anything as helpful as the GE
Answer Center@ service? (You
can call800-626-2000 any hour
of the day. Or night.)

Who else backs their
products with such an
extensive network of factory
service professionals?

No one else.
Only GE.

Monogtam."
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COVER View from
the liring room of

Nan and Stephen Suid's
Long Island house.

Page 90. Photograph

\ Oberto Gili.

Robert Denning4ecorated entrance hall. Page 140.

FEATURES

Country's New Light b1 Charles Gandee 90
The luminous interiors ol'a Southampton house decorated by Stephen Sills
are a haven fbr design entrepreneur Nan Swid and her family

Simple Virtues lry George E. SchoellkopJ IOO
In Connecticut's quiet northwest corner, garden designer Nancy McCabe
cultivates the art of understatement

Noture Study b1 Mark Strand lO8
'I'he Maine woods provide a fertile landscape for painter Neil Welliver

The Peoceoble Kingdom by Dodie Kazanjian ll5
Serenity reip;ns at the Westchester County farm of Sotheby's specialists
Lucy Mitchell-Innes and David Nash

The New Frontier fu Charles Gandee l2O
A pioneering design spirit led six friends from Los Angeles to a valley
in the high desert

Double Billing by Pikr Vikilas 125
Producer Morgan Mason and singer Belinda Carlisle collaborate with
designer Brian Murphy in decorating a Califilrnia cottage

Out of Bounds by Mac Grisuold 132
Designer Peter Wooster disregards the conventions of rural gentility on
his Connecticut compound

Nontucket Federol lry Diane Lilly di Costanzo l4O
Robert Denning evokes the discreet luxury of'Nantucket's seafaring days
in an 1807 house

Country LiIe by William l{onuich 148
De trop is de rigueur at the weekend retreats of the rich and famous

Modern ldyll 61 Martin Filler 150
Architect Richard Meier's vision of the contemporary country house takes
on a classical outlook

Bock to Mockinoc 14 Edmund White 158
Generations of midwesterne rs have found tranquillity on an island
in the Great Lakes

l0

At home on the famiLy farm. Page I l6
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DEPAR.TMENTS

Contributorc Notes 24

Notes Tie Neu and the Noteworthy 37

Design by Heather Smith Maclsaac 35
Landscape designer Topher Delaney leaves no
stone unturned in creating her sculptural gardens

Arl b William Bryant Logan 42
An exhibition illuminates the seaside locale of
Childe Hassam's summer muse

Architecture by Pilar Viladas 48
Architects across America question whether
traditional forms are always appropriate

Deoler's Eye fu Celia McGee 56
A saltbox in the Connecticut countryside is one of
New England's best sources for oriental wares

People fu J ennet C onant 6O
Off the air, Joel Siegel shifts his focus to a
log cabin filled with pop Americana

Food by Gene Hotis 54
A refreshing seasonal menu takes the heat off
summer cooking

Workroom by Francis M. NaumannTO
At the age of 97, ceramist Beatrice Wood is still
glazing new trails

Writer in Residence b Jqrt Carol Oates 74
The view from the novelist's window provides
new perspectives on the blank page

Gordening by Mac GrisuoldTS
Three new books explore our national
horticultural heritage

Toste Dy lris Ouens 82
ArtistJohn Willenbecher creates model homes
that make his clients purr

Editor's Poge by Nancy Nouogrod?l)

Forecosts by Anne Foxley l7O
Wicker-inspired weaves are threading their way
into the texture of furniture design

Resources Where to Find It 178

Gondee ot Lorge b1 Charles Gandee 182
Arts advocate Cee Brown is taking it to the streets

Critic Joel Siegel on
his logcabinporch.

Page 60.

Office of landscape

Qesigner Topher
Delnney. Page 36.

Wouen cafl chair from
Walters Wicker.

Page 170.
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Lusterware footed bowl by Beatrice Wood. Page 70.
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th" o[ Engl"rrJ. It was ,r*J by h*."kr, msrrt rrrr"J r{t".

Queen Charlotte so loved her cream-coloured Wedgwood she didnt just give ir her

praise - she gave it her name. By royal decree eueen charlorte commanded

that all wedgwood creamware would henceforth be known as "eueen,s warel,

A china with such a rich lustre and majestic design, it proves inspirational.

Especially to those who believe their home is their castle.

6 *"dgwood'
Above: Wedgwood's "Edm_e" Queer.r's Ware vase and candlesticks; as uell as
m-us.e um picces from rhe wedgwood collecrion. Send $ 1.00 for biochure ro:
wedg1v,od.4l MedisonAve.lN.y.,N.y. 10010. @|osiahwedg*.r,rJ& j.nr, Inc. Iggg
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CnnuER FoR THE TABLE

Cenunn, THE KrNG oF JEwELERs,

BRINGS ITS ARTISTRY TO

THE TABLE AND PRESENTS

AN EXTRAORDINARY NEW

COLLECTION CALLED

"Lns MeIsoNs DE CARTTERo"

CHINA, CRYSTAL, SILVER,

IN BRILLIANT DESIGNS

REFLECTING THE GREAT

cREATTvE PERIoDs oF THE Housr'

Nno-RrNatssANCE, Anr Nouvrlu,

Anr Dnco, coNTEMPoRARY.

OnrEcrs oF RARE BEAUTY

TO GRACE ANY TABLE.

ANo necs srcNED CARTIER.

Tun enr oF LrvrNG,

THE ART OF GIVING,

THE ART OF BEING UNIQUE.

ler mo/ov deGrtUn 'ii

THE ART OF BEING UNIQUE

a

I

AVAILABLE AT ALL CARTIER BOLIIQUES
BAL HARBOUR .BEVERLY HILLS.BOSTON.CHEVY CHASE.CHICAGO'COSTA MESA.DALLAS .FORT LAUDERDALE.HONOLULU .HOUSTON .LAS VEGAS

LOSANCELES.MONTREAL.NEWYORK.PATMBEACH.SANFRANCISCO.SANJUAN.ST.THOMAS.TORONTO.VAIL.VANCOUVER.WASHINGTON,D.C.

ALS0 AVAILABLE AT SELECTED FINE ST0RES. FOR ADDITI0N*AL INFORMATI0N PLEASE CALL: 201-507-1550
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I
Furniture and Textiles

Laguna Niguel

Q

@Nancy Corzine

8747 Melrose Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90069

213-652-4,85S

22

New York San Francisco Chicago Dallas Houston Denver
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43,|t begon in the

imoginotion of Beverly

Hills frogronce creotor,

Fred Hoymon. lt grew

into o phenomenon ot

273 North Rodeo Drive.

There, some of the

world's most exciting

women discovered 273.

Weolthy. Elegont. Wildly

seductive.

273. Now celebroted

notionolly ond ot

Fred Hoymon Beverly

Hills,273 North Rodeo

Drive. Or collonytime.
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\f,hy not remodel your
ordinarv kitchen into an
extraoriinary living space.

A Four Seasonso solarium can turn
your kitchen into the sunny, spacious room
you've always wanted. We design srith light
for better living.

Call or write for a FREE "Guide to
Beautiful Living Space" and the complete set
of remodeling catalogs, only $ lO.OO. Visa or
Mastercard accepted.
TOLL.IREE I.Eq) FOI]R SEASONS

(1-E00-35&7732)
FOIJR SEASONS SOI]\R PRODUCTS CONP.
5OO5 Veterans Memorial Highway, Dept. F6
Holbroolq I{Y 11741

Over 27O lndependenrly owned and
frandrtscd locadons worldcdde.

GREENHOUSES . pATIO ROOMS . SOLTdntUMS
W|NDOWS. DOOitS . SKYLIGHTS

hrtfur Lfuing...Indmrs'"
Olq Fsrh bh MuGcop.

FOUR SEASONS
Design & Remodeling Centers
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E
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Contributors Notes

Elliott Erwitt, a photographer whose dis-
tinguished career and irreverent eye
have earned him a permanent place in
many museum collections, says his work
isn't.without risks: "It can be dangerous
sometimes. I was arrested once in
Czechoslovakia and once in Egypt for
taking pictures in restricted areas." For
this issue of HG, Erwitt (shown with his
daughters Amy and Sasha) stayed out of
trouble by capturing the Westchester
County farm that Sotheby's specialists
David Nash and Lucy Mitchell-Innes es-
cape to on weekends.

Dovey,
a former associate art
director at Clarkson N.
Potter, is HG's new asso-
ciate design director.
Her days are spent se-
lecting typefaces, com-
missioning illustrations,
laying out stories, and
poring over film. "See-
ing so many interiors
inspires me," she says.
"Once a day I start to
redecorate my apart-
ment-it's undergone
dozens of renovations,
at least in my own head."

Mork Strond appraises the
Maine house and studio of
landscape painter Neil Wel-
liver. The two met as art stu-
dents at Yale in the 1950s and
bought a house in Dingle in
southwestern Ireland two years
ago. Strand, whose home base
is Salt Lake City, Utah, is com-
pleting his sixth book of poetry,
The Continuous Life, and plans a
change of pace when he finish-
es. "Recently my interest in
painting has been reawakened.
Next time I'm in Dingle I'll be
trying to paint once again."
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Tom Mostyn (English, 1864- 1930) A Magical Moming,
oil on canvas,20"x27"

Jane Peterson (American, 1876- 1965)

Zinnias, oil on canvas,24"x20"

Schillay & Rehs, lnc.
Fine Oil Paintings
Gallery Hours: Mon -Fri,
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. by appt. @r&)ffi
305 East 63rd Street, Nerv York, NY 10021 (2lZ\ 355'5710

Att: Dept.HG

Two cawlogtus arc aaaihblc:

Imporunt Painting: $20 Fine Painting: $11

26

Contributors Notes

Jennet Conont, who has profiled New
York's movers and shakers for Manhat-
tan, Inc., favorably reviews Joel Siegel's
Connecticut log cabin and antique toy col-
lection. "He has the kind of stuff you'd
expect to see in a little boy's room from
long ago," says Conant, who especially
admired the critic's furniture. "I love an-
tique iron beds, andJoel's house is full of
them. He filled me in on his source, and
now I have the bed I always wanted."

Timothy Hursley recently returned from
Eastern Europe, where he focused on
party line architecture-a complete
turnaround from his Nevada brothels
exhibition at the O.K. Harris Gallery in
New York last year. For this issue Hurs-
ley ventured to the California desert to
photograph a house in Joshua Tree:
"The structure is so well positioned in
the rocky landscape. It's like a magical
cave rising among the boulders."
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211 EAST 58 STREET NEW YORK THROUGH DECORATORS AND FINE STORES
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HE CHARLES PFISTER COLLECTION BY BAKER, ENIUTi'ng lesign
transcenls t'otlrion. As creoful b,,y notul designer Chorln, Pf;"tn,i the Pfistur
Collec$on f-* BoLnr frtmiturc ,pnoL" a con temporary iliom with classic ease
E""h element is ,nolirnd with meilculou, ,L;ll ;" fine pimat)era Deneet',

"o*pln-mentel Lg listinctiue Ll-nrn lrord*orn o,I p"ll", ord fotlrionel with utmost

"orn 
by BaLnr's 

"ro{tr*nr. 
It is a conDersation suitabln fo, ony ho*n. You are inuitel tu

"nrd $2.50 t'o, you, 
"olo, 

catalogue

I I

I

I

I

,,-{-. This exclusive collection of living, dining and bedroom designs is available
(ofl)/*\ through many fine furniture and department stores. You ire invited to write
I a$i$:; f] for their names. Baker Furniture, Dept. 689, 1661 Monroe Avenue, N.W.,tvffiy/ Grand Rapids, Michigan 49505. Sho*ioo-. in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,

--ali' Cleveland, Dallas, Dania, High Point, Houston, Laguna Niguel, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, Troy and Washingon D.C.
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HG REPORTS ON THE NEW AND THE NOTEWORTHY ByAmyAbroms ond Eric Berthold
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Whispering Pines
is less than an hour from New
York City, but it could be
anyplace where one can still
hear the rustling of conifers.
The little shop offers everything
for the cabin from antique
quilts, Beacon blankets, and
Adirondack furniture to
soaps, scents, and sachets. A
children's corner is crammed
with raccoon-skin caps and
feathered and beaded toy
drums; other American Indian
crafts include birch bark
baskets, lampshades, and picture
frames. "My roots are in
Wisconsin, and that is the
feeling I try to convey," says

proprietor Mickey Kelly (lel),
who scours the countryside
from Maine to the Midwest in
search of such vintage goods as

hand-painted trays, souvenir
pillows, and 1950s dessert plates
(aboae) as well as contemporary
items like creamware pitchers
and wooden toothpick holders.
(Whispering Pines, 516 Main
St., Piermont, NY 10968;
9r4-359-6302)
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Summer Reading Christopher Hewat
and more than 100 other artists and
writers celebrate the season in Summer
(aboue), $35, from Addison-Wesley, edited
by Alice Gordon and Vincent Virga.
Call (800) 447-2226.

Lawn Ago
The Prairie Line, a

collection of classic all-
weather furniture made
and painted by hand,

includes a hardwood and
maple chair (aboue),

$400. At Harvey Antiques,
(708) 866-6766.

A Dog's Life
"The Doghouse," a June 8-Oct.
I4 exhibition at New York's
Cooper-Hewitt Museum, highlights
designers' pads for pooches such

as William H. Paxson and
Lewis Davis's Trojan Dog (/ef).

Fish for Complements
Hand-carved and hand-
painted salmon and
fishing flies (abooe) adorn
one of wood artist John
Bryan's new mantelpieces.
Call (207) 829-6441.

Be Seated
Brizio's cotton
Trompe I'Oeil
Chair (lel) is
available at Sigillo,
Via Laurina 15,

Rome (6) 361-3169.

ICS

Lap of Luxury Joan Olden's
polka dot napkins (left) and
other hand-painted table linens
are guaranteed to glamorize
your picnic. Available at Ann
Fiedler Creations, (213) 838-1857,
or call (212) 355-5555.
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Playtime Richard
O'Brien evokes the joy
of toys, contemporary
and classic, such as a

tin riverboat (below) in
The Story of American

7o1s, published this
month by Abbeville
Press, $49.95. The I'Vell-

Dressed Pot
New York florist

Ronaldo Maia's
fabric-covered

flowerpots (Delozr,)

are available in three
sizes, $65-$85, not

including floral
arrangements, Call

(212) 288-r049.

Floor Show
Art Underfoot
offers rugs that are
hooked (left), woven,
or braided by fiber
artists. Fruitspray,
$875, is designed by
Karlkraft Studios
and hooked by Ruth
Paull. Jungle Cats,

$1,000, is designed
by Jean Armstrong
and hooked by
Yvonne Wood.
Call (20I) 744-417t.

Table Talk
Known for its lSth- and l9th-
century English and French

pieces. Mill House Antiques in
Woodbury, Connecticut, also

offers custom-made dining tables
(abou e), $3,50G-$8,000. Call

(203) 263-3446.

Chairwear
An embroidered jacket (aboue)

inspired by wicker furniture is in
Christian Dior's spring haute
couture collection. Call Paris

(t) 40-73-54-44.

Southern Hospitality Henredon's Historic
Natchez Collection includes a vintage

mahogany and walnut chest ol'drawers (aboue),

$4,500, adapted from an Edgewood Plantation
piece. For stores call (800) 444-3682.

On the Block
O Irnportant
Anrerican arts
and cralis
objects,
including a

selection of
George Ohr
pottery, will

be auctioned June 9 at
Christie's New York.
o England's leading dealers
will display their finest
antiques and works of art
at the Grosvenor House
Antiques Fair, June l4-23,
Park Lane, London. Call
(799) 26699. o An auction
of French fine art,
antiques, and decorative
objects will be held June
23-24 at the Orangerie of'
the QhAteau de Cheverny,
France. Call (54) 80-33-04.

Frames of Reference
American picture
frames from the

permanent collection
of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art
(aboue) are on view

June 5-Sept. 2.
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The perfect accident?

The front left corner of the

northbound car has abruptly

met the front left corner of

the southbound car in an

offset frontal impact.

If two cars had ro meet

this way, horv fortunate that

thev were both Mercedes.

Because everv new Mercedes-

Benz has been designed from

the drawing board up with

this specific type of crash in

mind.

Mercedes - Benz studies

show that serious accidents far

more often involve offset than

direct head-on impacts. So the

forward chassis and bodv

structure of a Nlercedes-Benz

is ingeniously configured to

absorb, channel and distribute

impact forces in both offset

and head-on collisions. Aiming

to blunt the thrust of kinetic

energy before it reaches the

passenger area. Aiming to

ENGINEERED LIKE NO OTHER
CAR IN THE WORLD

reduce the occupants' risk of

serious injury.

Even rvith this defense

against offset impacts, the

absolutely no-risk, no-damage,

no-injury accident is, and

probably always lvill be, un-

attainable.

But that has never dls-

couraged the engineers of

Mercedes-Benz from trying.

And never will.

For further information

on Mercedes-Benz safety, call

I -800-24 3-9292 anytime.
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O DESIGN

she did not earn it by planting mums and marigolds. "People

think landscape design is about flowers, shrubs, and trees,"

says Delaney. "But it's really about shaping an outdoor
space." A masterful hand is more important than a green

thumb-with jobs that require contouring the earth, install-
ing drainage and irrigation systems, and layering and orient-
ing materials both hard (stone, concrete) and soft (plant).
And if the master is Delaney, the materials and forms will

By HeefHER SMITH MACISAAC den, and building it gives

you both freedom and con-
trol. You can experiment and make
choices on a daily basis."

This hands-on approach has grown
on Cochran. "I used to be involved with
projects on the scale of a new town in
Saudi Arabia. When it takes more than
five years to complete a project, you feel
disassociated from it by the end. Being
equipped to design and build means you
can adjust to the variables. And work-
ing closely with materials makes you
open to new ones."

Teacups, for example. For a woman
with a "delightful Alice in Wonderland
quality," Delaney and Cochran framed a
scored concrete patio on one side of a
lap pool with walls the color of lapis lazu-
li and terra-cotta ornamented with tea-

cups; ceramic pears sit atop a procession
of piers on the other side. Off the kitch-
en a tall mosaic figure by artist Martha

CI u., Francisco landscape designer and

\.o.,r.".tor Topher Deiu.,ey -iy hure a
LJ..pr,ution as a colorful character, but

Topher Delaney leaues no stone

unturned in creating her gardens

likely be unconventional, reflect col-
laborations with artists and artisans, and
employ an unexpected palette.

While Delaney's use of bright colors
has drawn attention, she and partner
Andie Cochran, a landscape architect,
have higher priorities. "We're not talk-
ing about photo opportunities, we're
talking about gardens," Delaney says.
"Longevity is the key. Gardens should
improve with age, and of course the first
thing to fade would be a vividly colored
stucco wall. A brilliant blue or deep red
will only be brilliant or deep for a short
time because the organic materials used

to achieve the tone are unstable; they re-
act to sun and moisture."

Delaney is happy to provide such ex-
planations: "I insist that clients under-
stand the how and the why, notjust the
where and when, of all the steps in build-
ing a garden." Her interest in process is,

one might say, deep-rooted. For the past
sixteen years Delaney has

maintained a contracting
company as well as a design
firm. "There is no substi-
tute for getting your hands
dirty," she says. "Knowing
how something is put to-
gether is obviously a great
asset in designing a gar-

Topher Deloney,

obove left, prefers

not to wo?k ot o
desk. Top: A colorfut
gonden for o colorful
client in Modn
County. Above: The
office moilbor is o
postmon's leother
bog cost in bronze.
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. DESIGN

ing, a gazebo-but assembled them in an unconventional
manner: thirty spherical planters supporting trellises pro-
vide a syncopated module around the perimeter of the roof,
where topiary horses graze in gravel surrounding apiazzaof
concrete pavers handmade by Buddy Rhodes. A steel garden
structure has "ice-cream cone" feet, and fiberglass boulders
made by Ed Martinez serve as trash receptacles. In the middle
of it all lies a bocce court. "I thought it might help the lawyers
relax," deadpans Delaney.

That is one activity she would know little about. "Topher
has hundreds of ideas," says Cochran. "We'll edit them to-
gether, but then I'll sit down and work out a railing detail to

"We're not talking about

photo opportunities-
we're talking about gardens.

Longevity is the k.y"

the last quarter inch. Topher will refine
a detail on-site. Stylistically and person-
ality-wise, I would admit we are unalike,
but we have a similar vision."

If you have a bit of turf and never
want to see another railroad tie, start by
calling Andie Cochran at the office.
Topher Delaney may be in Paris hunt-
ing garden treasures for Lumbini, the
shop opening this month in her office
near Potrero Hill. Or she may be meet-
ing with an artist about an installation
at Site 375, her open-air gallery next
door. Or she may be in Saint Helena dir-
ecting boom cranes and bulldozers carv-
ing out a four-acre lake. But she'll get
back to you. I

Blue gloss gozing

bolls punctuote o

composition of tinted
stucco, odoquin
povers, ond bosolt.

Monronito bronches
loshed to upright
poles vith copper
wire form the roiling
for o terrrce of
Arizono flogstone
with blocks of
grrnite, left.

Tinted concrcte povcrs

work eguolly well ot
the entronce of o house,
obove, ond os the floor
for o low firm's rooftop
gorden in downtown
Son Froncisco, for left.
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Heavenston watches over another patio enclosed by walls of
glass block, oak and madrona branches, and colored stucco.

"Each garden has a different point of view," explains De-
laney, "which is as much a reflection of the client as us." For
another woman who wanted to take some risks and was inter-
ested in natural materials, Delaney and Cochran built a ter-
race of pink Arizona flagstone punctuated with chunks of
granite and fashioned a rail of manzanita branches bound to
upright supports with copper wire. A couple in Marin County
chose sweeping structural walls with rapezoids of concrete at
either end and paving tinted wine, olive, and sulphur.

Delaney and Cochran do not confine themselves to the ex-
otic. Another garden in Marin features beds of roses, an ar-
bor constructed around an existing tree, and a gravel room
with hedges for walls. And for a law firm's rooftop garden in
downtown San Francisco, the partners selected traditional el-
ements for a traditional profession-topiary, rows of plant-
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the new pattern in sterling from Lunt.

within a single pa,ttern is rare.

be available onlg at the f.nest stores.

This is sterling that will grow in value season after season,

as permnially beauttful as nature itself.

Pick these flowers now.
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Vanden Plas adds a host of adva.nced amenities: comput-
erized climate control, an S0-watt six-speaker sound
system, heated front seats that adjust electrically, as
well as high-intensity reading lamps and additional ven-
tilation controls for rear-seat passengers.

You'll also find thoroughly modern performance,
thanks to Jaguar\ larger, more powerful 4-liter engine,
mated to an electronically controlled automatic trans-

mission that features "sport" and "normal" shift capabili-
ties. A limited-slip differential improves traction under
all conditions.

We invite you to test drive the 1990 Jaguar Vanden
Plas. For your nearest dealer, call l-800-4-JAGUAR. A
few quick moments in our remarkable sedair is the best
way to appreciate the timeless elegance that is Vanden
Plas, and the refined performa;rce that is Jaguar.

MAC H IN E )AGUAR
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O ART

At his first glimpse of
the island garden, Hassam

must have known he

had found his Givern

had found his Giverny. Backed by the

simple curves of sea and land, the spikes

of hollyhocks, the masses of nastur-
tiums, the coreopsis, marigolds, pop-
pies, dahlias, lilies, roses, larkspur, and
all the rest were a living study in the play
of color and form. Indoors, too, in the
parlor where Thaxter entertained a dis-
tinguished group of artists, musicians,
and writers, she arranged flowers every-
where, rising at five in the morning to
cut blooms from the garden a hundred
at a time and place them in successions

of tone on every surface of the green-
upholstered room.

A kind of illuminated accuracy was

the strength Thaxter and Flassam
shared. True, most of her poems are
strangled by insistent rhymes, and his
later efforts to put allegorical or classical

themes into painting were almost always

disastrous, but for pure seeing and the
craft to transmit it, this pair had few
equals in their time. In his paintings of
island and sea, Hassam could make
browns burn and scarlets seem to dis-

solve among the greens and yellows. He
could roughen his brushstrokes so the
bare headlands were as full of motion as

the waves; he could make a smooth time-
less calm for the ephemeral poppies.

Thaxter compelled sight through her prose. Writing of a bar-

rel of walnuts her family had rescued from their overturned
supply boat one autumn and laid out to dry in their cottage,

she recalled, "Before [the nuts] were gathered up came a ter-
rible storm from the southeast. It raved and tore at lighthouse
and cottage; the sea broke into the windows of that eastern

chamber where the walnuts lay, and washed them out till they
came dancing down the stairs in briny foam!"

Thaxter died in late summer 1894. Hassam laid her bier on
a bed of sweet bay in the famous parlor and helped carry her
coffin to her island grave. He would keep coming to Apple-
dore, elaborating his vision of it, for another two decades'

The later pictures turn to the sea and the wild grasses and

rocks along the island's fringes, but perhaps the finest of the

whole suite is not a landscape at all. The Room of Flowers was

painted shortly before Thaxter's death. So various is the light
through the windows and the welter of flowers and picture
frames that this interior still has the tone of a plein air paint-
ing. And hidden gently among the colors is the figure of an

unidentified young woman. (So well was she hidden that a

French critic concluded the picture should have been called

Cherchez Lafemme.) The surprise of finding her-much as we

rediscover two neglected artists through this exhibition-is
what makes the painting so memorable. rl

"Childe Hassam: An IslandGarden Reuisited" will ako be onuiew at
the Dentter Art Mu.seum (July 5-Sept. 9) and the National Museum
of Americ an Art in W ashington ( O ct. 5 -J an. 6, I 9 9 1 ).

v

7}e f,oom of
Flowers, obove,

copture3 th€ oTtistic
clutter of Celio
Thoxter's cottog€
podor on Agpledore
lslond in 1894,

t{r yeor of her

dcoth. Above left:
lhe South bdges,
Appledore,1913.
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Reluctont Regionolists

Architects across America question

whether traditional forms are

always appropriate. By PrleR VTLADAS

the return to regional or vernacular architecture in order to
recapture an area's particular sense ofplace. Soon architects
were creating neo-ariobe ranch houses in New Mexico, log
cabins in Wyoming, tile-roofed haciendas in San Diego, and
shingle-style cottages in Newport. For a few brief moments, it
seemed that the only good architect was a regionalist archi-
tect. A very few moments. Regionalism got commercialized;
suddenly there were adobe office buildings and Williams-
burg colonial car washes. And local traditions began to wan-
der far from home with puzzling results such as the Arizona
shopping center modeled after a medieval Italian town.

Even well-regarded regionalists now resent the very word;
they feel ghettoized by it, as their big-city peers land increas-
ingly large national and international commissions. "Any-
thing that's not in New York is considered regional," jokes
W. G. Clark, a partner in the Charleston, South Carolina,
firm of Clark & Menefee and chairman of the Department of
Architecture at the University of Virginia. Moreover, region-
alism has become a convenient catchall for the kind of super-
ficial cribbing of local vernaculars that borders on kitsch. "It
has become the equivalent of the mansard roof on a McDon-
ald's," contends Burlington, Vermont, architect Turner
Brooks, whose quirky interpretations of rural New England
buildings may have done him more harm than good: "People
sometimes refer to my houses as farmhouses, and I hate it."

Even Albuquerque, New Mexico, architect Antoine Pre-
dock, who The l,{ew Yorh Times critic Paul Goldberger said
"shows signs of being the one architect in the country most
likely to break out of the regionalist curse and move into what
we might call the architectural big time," still feels the sting of
being too closely identified with a particular regional tradi-
tion. "No more Mr. Adobe," he warns, whenever the R-word
is mentioned. In any event, regionalism's godfather, postmo-
dernism, has lately been shoved out of the spotlight of critical
and popular adoration by deconstructivism, a movement that
has at its center a renewed interest in-you guessed it-mod-
ernism. Getting dizzy yet? That is precisely the problem. This
merry-go-round of isms based mainly on historical styles ig-
nores the central problem ofour architectural present: how

to build in a global culture of increasingly sophisticated tech-
nology and communications without severing a culture's ties

to its history. You can laugh at a faux chiteau going up on a

scrubby hillside in Malibu, but its cultural message is nojoke.
"When people buy these houses in ludicrous styles, it's a

search for meaning," says Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, who, with
her husband and partner, Andres Duany, demonstrated the
value of traditional town planning in their design for Seaside,

Florida. "You can'tjust write it off; it's a serious psychological
need," she says.

Butjust whose need is it anyway? The California missions
were built by Spaniards who were speaking their architectur-
al mother tongue. To the Indians who were already there,
these buildings must have looked as if they'd dropped from
the sky; today we revere them as ancient monuments, suitable
for emulation as mini malls. If a family moves from Georgia

. ARCHITECTUR,E

nce upon a time, modern archi-
tecture was going to save the
world. But when its banal sec-

ond- and third-generation boxes of
steel, glass, and concrete threatened to
overrun the planet, modernism was vot-

ed outof office. Postmodernism, with its
call to a reexamination of architecture's
glorious past, was in, mining every his-

torical style from classical Greek to
streamlined moderne. And one of the
key planks in its campaign platform was
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to Seattle, can you blame them for put-
ting up Tara in the cedar groves?

Thomas Beeby, partner in the Chica-
go firm of Hammond Beeby & Babka
and dean of the School of Architecture
at Yale, says, "You have a pact with the
users ofa building, and you can best un-
derstand this pact when you live in the
community. But architects are working
all over the place, which can be a prob-
lem." It doesn't seem to be a problem for
Beeby, whose firm designed the west-

ern-style Hole-in-the-Wall Gang Camp
for Paul Newman and who speaks the lo-
cal vernacular in places ranging from
Santa Fe (an adobe ranch house) to Con-
necticut (an English country house).
Others, not as talented, risk becoming
architectural carpetbaggers who, in
W. G. Clark's words, "go from one place
to another doing architecture they think
is appropriate but which is a cartoon of
what the region is supposed to be."

What more and more architects are
realizing-and the best ones have
known all along-is that regionalism
isn't the real issue; sensitivity is. James
Cutler, whose office is near Seattle, ar-
gues passionately for a truly ecological
approach to building, preferring to let
his houses burrow into the earth or
bridge streams rather than overrun a

pristine site. 'Just making a flat spot on
the land and putting a house there isn't
regional architecture. It isn't moral ar-
chitecture either," he maintains. By ig-
noringthe subtleties of even the smallesi
plot of land, Cutler says, you've already
gone a step further toward creating the
architectural equivalent of a Holiday
Inn, no matter how "regional" its style.

Clark believes that a "strict response
to a very localized place" produces the
best buildings and that every place is
really about three places: the physical
(topography, lighg, the cultural (local
culture and traditions), and the evoca-
tive or spiritual (qualities that call up the
area's historical or mythic past). His
firm's widely acclaimed design for the
Middleton Inn in South Carolina is a
case in point: an uncompromisingly
modern building set on the terraced
outline of an old phosphate mine near a
historic plantation, its materials, colors,

and details all refer to local traditions.
For Antoine Predock, who recently

opened a second office in Los Angeles,
the issue boils down to two kinds of re-
gionalist design: nostalgic, which dwells
on superficial forms, and spiritual,
which "transcends that easy stylistic hit."
The latter, which "connects ancient
presences to what's out there now," may
include everything on a building site
from "Precambrian granite to 1930s
hubcaps to the vapor of UFOs," Predock
explains. Like W. G. Clark, he considers

ARCHITECTURE '

himself a modern architect who believes
that architecture can be of itstime andof
its place.

Still, the road to genuinely regional
architecture is a rocky one. Consider the
case of a well-known Los Angeles firm
thatwas commissioned to design a build-
ing in Japan. When the architects told
the client they wanted to spend time
studying native building traditions, they
were told, "Forget about that. We want a
California building." How do you say

hacienda inJapanese? I
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FRANCE

Genuine 240lo lead crystal

DURAND INTERNATIONAL, WADE BLVD, MILLVILLE N.J.
For tunher information, please contact : 8OO-334-50'l 4 or 609-825-S620
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O DEALER,'S EYE

or centuries, Chinese art has been
globe-trotting its way into collec-
tions all over the world. The rade

routes in and out of China deposited ob-
jects in unexpected places: South Africa
by way of the perilous Cape of Good

Hope; Mexico as a
transfer point between
Canton and Seville;
and Wilton, Connecti-
cut, as one final desti-
nation. Wilton,
Connecticut?

I n an eighteenth-
century white clap-
board saltbox, over-
looking the Norwalk

River where it's still just a stream wind-
ing through groves of trees, Vallin Gal-
leries is marking its fiftieth anniversary
in the oriental art business. Ducks and
geese hustle around twoJapanese Bud-
dhist stone lions by the entrance gate

Eost by Northeost

A saltbox in the Connecticut countryside is one of

New England's best sources for oriental wares

BY CELIA MCGEE

and strike an occasional pose in the ter-
raced garden reminiscent of a Chinese
landscape painting. Dealer Peter Rosen-

berg and his wife, Louise, keep the birds
fat and huppy. The lions, which have
withstood the elements for almost three
centuries, take care of themselves.

Peter Rosenberg, who has an encyclo-
pedic familiarity with oriental art (and a
library to match), came by his knowl-
edge "by osmosis" and
through decades of reading,
attending lectures, and visit-
ing exhibitions, which he and
Louise continue to do from
London to New York, San
Francisco, and New Haven.
The gallery was founded by
Peter's mother, Josephine
Vallin Rosenberg, and he re-
members helping out in the
shop, then in Greenwich Vil-
lage, from the age of ten. "I've
always been infatuated with
Chinese forms and colors," he
says. Louise is responsible for
integrating the shop's fluid in-
ventory into smart displays.
"It's an oriental antiques de-
partment store," jokes Peter.

Well maybe, if museums
and serious collectors went
shopping in department
stores. The dozens of Bud-
dhas alone that make their be-

neficent presence known
from tabletops, shelves, cup-
boards, and windowsills on
the gallery's two floors repre-
sent nearly every country and
culture in which Buddhism
has flourished. A Chinese
Neolithic pot looks down on

an exceptional thirteenth-century Maja-
pahit elephant from Indonesia. For
$1,200 you can buy a hexagonal porce-
lain bowl on which a carp metamor-
phoses into the celestial dragon that
Chinese mythology teaches brings rain.
A small seventeenth-century coveredjar
bearing the emperor's reign mark (and
the cachet of having a twin in the Na-
tional Palace Museum in Taipei) was re-

cently purchased by a Hong
Kong dealer for a tidy sum.
Its imprimatur, says Peter,
"allows collectors to go a little
mad with desire."

His own madness runs to-
ward "furniture and sculp-
ture and puzzling over Chi
nese porcelain, which is the
most intellectually challeng-
ing because of the complex-
ity of the Chinese porcelain
trade and manufacture.
Jingdezhen, with the largest
deposit of white clay in the
world, had 3,000 kilns and a
million people making por-
celain in the sixteenth centu-
ry." From the whitest of
white clay came the Rosen-
bergs' collection of blanc de
chine altar vases. "Much of
what we collect in the West
are pieces of Chinese altar
garniture," Peter points out.
"The Chinese also gave the
world many of its ornamen-
tal flowers-varieties of
peonies, chrysanthemums,
222ls2s-and those vases
held some of them." Quite
rare is the Rosenbergs'pair
of ceramic Buddhist guard-

A Joponese gronite
lontern ond ITth-
century stone lions,
top right, mor* the
entronce to Yollin
Golleries, where
ownerc Peter ond
Louise Rosenbelg,
top left, corry on o
{omily trcdition
of selling odentol
ort. Above: A bowl
o{ pomegronotes

embellishes o c. I7il0
fomille verte plote.
Left Blonc de chine
voses on o lTth-
century Chinese

scholo/s desk.
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"... dnd thq don t take Amerkan kpressl'
Marimekko, San Francisco. A shop where fabric is art. Wearc your
way through this gallery of unique crearions, and pick out i.o.
masterpiece. It's just one of the more than fcrur milli.rn p[aces
around the ruorld that accept Visa, but not American Exprcss.
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San Francisco. California.
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Io the discerning eye there's no mistaking
the impeccable pedigree of Royal W'orcester.
Uncompromising quality. Classic, timeless pattems
such as this Mountbatten Cobalt Fine Bone China on
the Gold Feather Service plate. Carlton House, Houston;
Hoagland's, Greenwich; Schreibman's, Cleveland.

ROYAL
WORCESTER.

. DEATER'S EYE

ian lions. Despite their fragility, they
survived rampaging warlords, riots, nat-
ural disasters, and the desperate mood
of famine. "China," says Peter, "is a

country where everything happens on
an epic scale."

This larger-than-life quality fasci-
nates him. It's a matter of what he calls

the context of Chinese art and artifacts
in which he includes the history of orien-
talist collecting. Living in Connecticut,
he's well situated to take advantage of
the legacy of New England's China
trade, which saw clipper ships return
with tea sets for Boston's Beacon Hill,
embroidered silks for the ladies of Prov-
idence, and exotic figures for the curio
cabinets of merchant princes up and
down the East Coast. "Many of our things
belonged to families whose ancestors
were missionaries, businessmen, or diplo-
mats in the Far East," Peter says. "These

are people we've known for years, who
originally came to my mother.'l

After the fall of China's monarchy,
treasures were also sold off by the last

emperor in order to maintain himself
and his vast entourage in the pomp and

decadence to which they were accus-
tomed. And well into the 1930s, digs
yielded the great Tang burial figures
that were supposed to accompany the

dead to the next world. A terra-cotta
Bactrian camel stands at attention in the
gallery, its saddlebags fully packed. The
Rosenbergs' several Northern Wei sol-

diers served a similar purpose. "I love

these figures because there's a freshness

and spontaneity to the modeling that
was sometimes lost later on," Peter says.

Peter Rosenberg has brought his an-

cient objects back from the dead. "My
role is to preserve fadition and to dis-
pense pleasure to people who care about
these things the way I do," he says. "Chi-

na was the only country in the world
where the value of artistic ability was in-
stitutionalized. Until 1906 the civil ser-

vice exam required a knowledge of
poetry, calligraphy, and literature. It
was a meritocracy within a monarchy. If
you were successful, you could end up
sitting next to the emperor yourself."

Wait. Up there. Just to the left of the

emperor. Isn't that Peter Rosenberg? t
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. PEOPLE

to Siegel and his former wife,Jane, and Melissa could not be

reconciled toJane's abode. "So Melissa went house hunting,"
recalls Siegel with a sigh, still bewildered by this infelicitous
display of female territoriality (he and Melissa have since di-
vorced). "She wanted something Victorian and rambling. I
wanted something new. We looked all over Litchfield County
before we found something we could agree on."

Their compromise was admittedly peculiar-a rustic log
cabin in Connecticut's tame wilderness. But they both fell for
the cabin's dark dramatic air of authenticity. "The logs were
even taken from hemlock trees on the grounds," says Siegel,
sounding breathless as a small boy smitten by tales of Daniel

Critic's Choice
Off the air, Joel Siegel shifts his focus to a log cabin

filled with pop Americana. Bv JnNNET CoNANT

T-l o. nine years, Joel Siegel, the musta-

H chioed entertainment critic for Good
l- MorningAmericaandWABC'sEyewitness
Nazrs, thought his cozy cottage in Falls Village,
Connecticut, was an idyllic country retreat. As
it happens, his new wife, Melissa, did not agree.
The square modern structure, with its two walls
of solid glass and two of cedar, had been home

Boone. The large two-story log cabin
was built in the 1890s as a hunting lodge
on the 1,200-acre estate of a wealthy
Guatemalan banana king with a fond-
ness for blood sports; the main house, a
big old colonial mansion, still dominates
the top of the grassy knoll. The cabin,
appropriately named Brook Hollow, is

tucked away in a shady dip of land by a
storybook babbling brook. "There are
trout in the stream, which I won't catch,"
says Siegel, "because I feel too paternal
about them."

By the time the Siegels acquired the
cabin in 1985, it had changed hands
three times and had once even been the
site of a summer camp. The interior,
with its heavy beams and wood walls, was

as dark as a dungeon and almost as cold.
Friends who stopped by to see the ro-
mantic getaway were politely horrified,
but the Siegels were determined to turn
the lofty five-bedroom lodge into a com-
fortable country home. They did every-
thing short of removing the roof to
brighten the space. They added sky-
lights, cut new windows, installed glass-

paned doors, sanded the floors, and
painted the ceilings and every scrap of
wall space white. In addition, the kitch-
en was gutted, several walls were moved,
and the master bedroom was redone to

Joel Siegel reloxes

on the porch of
his log cobin,
top left, home
to his collection
of Americono,
including porceloin
RCA dogs ond
vintoge windup cors,
top right ond obove.
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Mint Summer Nighfs Dream.

The magic of mint.
It casts a spell upon those who indulge in these creations from Godiva.

They're charming. Enchanting. From their bewitching shapes
to their intriguingfillings. They're enticing. with a cool, minty .ruance

that rouses the palate from its deepest sleep. Indeed, to those who revel in delicious
flights of fancy, Godiva* mints are a dream come true. GODIVA
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For inlorrnation about Godiva@ chocolates, callSoo-782-7833, in Ny 212-951-2ggg.
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make a large suite with a bathroom boasting all the latest ame-

nities, including a steam room andJacuzzi.
Siegel scoured antiques shops and auction houses all over

Connecticut and Massachusetts to find one-of-a-kind objects.

A native Californian, he has an eye for southwestern-style
furnishings and picks up unusual pieces on hisjaunts to Ari-
zona and Los Angeles. At a Santa Monica shop owned by an

old school chum, he acquired several Navajo rugs. "Every one
of these was woven by hand by women, some of whom were
genuine artists," says Siegel. "The rugs are asymmetrical and
have imperfections. But in today's world, where everything is

polished chrome and plastic, they're real."
Siegel has been fascinated with pop culture since his days as

a history graduate student at UCLA, and his collections of
Americana fill every nook and cranny of the cabin: a set of old
Horatio Alger books; a dozen or more porcelain RCA dogs;
vintage tin windup cars of every size and shape; framed chil-
dren's maps from the 1930s and '40s depicting the adven-
tures of radio show heroes such as the Lone Ranger, Little
Orphan Annie, and Buck Rogers; and a baseball card collec-
tion that he put together in 1954 and now estimates is "proba-
bly worth more than anything in the house." His latest
acquisition is an assortment of framed western handker-
chiefs. "I really believe the essence of America is not to be

found in the writings of our philosophers but in the things
that people really use," says Siegel.

Horotio Alger
books, obove, orc
onother possion

of Siegel's. Fromed

children's mops from
the I930s ond 'r0s
line the dining room
wolls, left. Below:
The living room,
with its heovy beoms
ond wooden wolls,
is b?ightened with
Novoio rugs ond
ploid upholstery.

Siegel is as

breathless

about the place

as a small boy

smitten by tales

of Daniel Boone

His own prose has been im-
mortalized on some of those ev-

eryday items. After graduate
school and a stintin the army re-
serves, Siegel wrote advertising
copy for a living; his contribu-
tions to our commercial history
have appeared on Cheer and
Brillo boxes. It was in l97l
while pursuing one of his hob-
bies-playing his library of old
radio shows for a local Los An-
geles station-that Siegel re-
ceived his break in show
business: he got fired. Another
radio station gave him a shot at
reading the news, and not long
afterwards he landed a job as a

feature reporter for Channel 2

news in New York. ln 1976 he moved to
ABC and soon became its film critic. "I
admit it, I get paid to have fun," Siegel

says. "Even when I'm watching a terrible
movie, it's fun because I'm thinking of
all the terrible things I'm going to say

about the people who made it."
Like many collectors, Siegel is quick to

defend his hoarded treasures as profes-
sionally handy. For example, there was

the day his stack of78 records gave him a

unique advantage when he was taping a

story about the fiftieth anniversary of
the historic Lindbergh flight. "I was the
only reporter who could play Vernon
Dalhart's hit song'Lindbergh (the Eagle
of the USA),"' he says, humming the
tune. "Remember that one?"

Siegel has one problem, though.
Space. His collections have already over-
flowed from his country house to his city
apartment, where antique toys cram ev-

ery shelf and ledge and all manner of
framed memorabilia lean against the
wall in the hallway. "I tend to acquire
stuff," he says modestly. "But I just do it
for fun, not in any systematic way. And I
do limit myself. For example, I don't col-
lect toy tractors." Since his divorce, Sie-

gel has been redoing the apartment as a

bachelor pad. In addition to making
room for his toys, he is re-covering some

pale pink chairs in a more masculine
fabric. He has also been dating again,
but whatever happens this time, he's
sticking with the cabin. t
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Do the Light Thing

A refreshing seasonal

menu, takes the heat off summer cooking

months, each day had the feelingof a holiday. Our family had
all its meals out-of-doors or on the screened-in back porch
that overlooked an enormous vegetable and flower garden
flanked by peach, pear, and apple trees and trellises support-
ing deep purple Concord grapes destined forjellyjars. I can

still recall the fragrance of the honeysuckle vines and the mint
bed that perfumed the air.

My parents were talented gardeners. Every evening after
dinner (or did we call it supper?) they went into the garden
and planted, weeded, and staked, according to what needed
to be done, until nightfall. The vegetables and fruits were my
father's domain, the flowers my mother's. Neither of them
had ever had any horticultural training, but guided by their
instinctive feeling for what had to be done, and a little help
from the Farmer's Almanac, they performed wonders.

My mother's area of the garden abounded with zinnias, her
favorite flowers, their warm golden color providing dramatic
contrast to the deep green leaves that surrounded them. She

had wonderful arrangements in every room of the house,

and each Sunday she decorated the church altar with them.

Queen Zeen, her friends lovingly called her.
My father called his plot the Victory garden. I never found

out which victory he had in mind although perhaps he felt he

had triumphed over the inimical forces of nature. He was

enormously proud of his garden, and to protect it from pred-
ators (and his family of four small boys who might trample
seedlings during some roughhouse), he surrounded it with a

lovely picket fence. Since I was my mother's official kitchen
helper, I had a special dispensation to enter the otherwise off-
limits territory to gather vegetables in the family laundry bas-

ket. There was no shortage of treasures to collect from the

immaculate rows of string beans, carrots, potatoes, cabbage,

squash, okra, tomatoes, turnip and mustard greens, kale, and

cress, all in perfect alignment like a well-trained army on pa-

rade. Without a doubt my favorite vegetable was corn on the

cob. Can anything compare to the crisp sweetness of an ear of
corn cooked within minutes of its being picked and slathered

with freshly churned butter?
The precise, unwavering lines of the vegetable plants were

no accident. They represented a cooperative effort between

my father and the Old Mare, an undistinguished brown horse

with not much in the way of personality or charm. Regardless
of her temperament, she always fulfilled her duties at plant-
ing time; pulling the plow with my father in the driver's seat,

the Old Mare could certainly walk a straight line.
The summer's harvest also provided us with food reserves

for winter meals. My mother was a master at canning and pre-
serving, spending weeks preparing produce for cold-weather
consumption. Behind the kitchen was a Pantry closet that my

father had built. Red and white checked oilcloth lined the

floor-to-ceiling shelves, providing a cheerful setting for the

colorful rows ofjars containing corn, tomatoes, beets, peach-

es, pears, and assorted jams and jellies. Potatoes and apples

were wrapped in newspapers and stored in the cool root cel-

lar. Peanuts dried in the summer sun and then roasted in

O FOOD

Chilled cucumber
ovocodo woterctess
soup ond oilichokes

vinoigrette whet worm-
weodrer oppetites.

BY GTXT HOVIS

lTt he advent of warm weather al-

! *"y, sends my thoughts about
I froa i., the direction of quick,

easy, light dishes thatcall for a minimum
of cooking. Rising temperatures find
me increasingly attracted to crisp salads

of every kind, fresh fruits, and lots of liq-
uids-cold soups, herbal teas, and
chilled springwater. My summer eating
habits are inevitably rewarded, for,
without denying myself, I invariably
lose a few pounds.

The joys of summer growing up in a

small town in North Carolina loom large

in my memory. With no school for two
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O FOOD

their shells were a year-round snack and
occupied a frequently replenished bowl
on the kitchen table.

Our family diet consisted mainly of
vegetables with comparatively little
meat. This situation was more the result
of economic necessity than any commit-
ment to the cause of animal rights. We
had some chickens, pigs, and always a

turkey or two we were raising for Thanks-
giving. We didn't have much else in the
meat department, but there was always

home-smoked pork for flavoring the
greens. Baked macaroni and cheese was

a popular main course, accompanied by
wonderfully prepared vegetables and
salads, hot breads, fresh fruits, and deli-
cious desserts. There may have been a

limited amount of coin of the realm at
our house, but nature's bounty graced
our table in unlimited supply.

Although few of us have the opportu-
nity to grow our own fruits and vegeta-

bles these days, modern agricultural
methods and sophisticated transporta-
tion networks keep us supplied year-
round with the full range of the world's

produce. The vegetables in the follow-
ing recipes can be easily found at nearby
farms or local greengrocers. For sum-
mer dinner parties you may want to pre-
pare something special for your main
course. I recommend marinated fillet of
beef, a hearty-but not heavy----comple-

ment to chilled appetizers.

CUCUMBERAVOCADO
WATER.CR.ESS SOUP

2 bunches watercress
2 large ripe avocados, peeled

and sliced
6 Kirby cucumbers,

peeled and sliced
/: small red pepper, seeded

and cut in pieces
t/: small green pepper, seeded

and cut in pieces
I tablespoon lemon juice
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
I cup sour cream

Chicken broth
Salt and freshly ground pepper
Sliced red radishes

Rinse watercress and trim away the thick-
est stems. Place in a food processor with
the steel blade in place. Add the remain-
ing ingredients, except the last three. Proc-

ess until pureed. Transfer to a bowl, add
chicken broth if necessary to thin soup,
and season with salt and pepper. Chill well.
Garnish with sliced red radishes. Serves 6.

AR,TICHOKES YINAIGRETTE

4 artichokes
Chicken broth

lz crtp sherry wine vinegar
2 cloves garlic, peeled
I teaspoon salt (optional)
I lemon

Dressing
I cup vegetable oil

th cup sherry wine vinegar
t/2 cup water
3 tablespoons Dijon mustard

t/z crtp finely chopped red onion
I teaspoon sugar

Salt and freshly ground pepper

Rinse the artichokes. With a sharp knife,
cut off the stem end flush with the petal
base so that each artichoke stands firmly
upright. Pull off any tough outer petals at
the base. Place each artichoke on its side
and slice t/z inch or more from the top.
With scissors, shorten the rest of the leaves
neatly and evenly, trimming them to about
7:r of their original height.

Place artichokes bottom down in a deep
pot so they fit snugly together. Cover with
boiling chicken broth and add vinegar,
garlic, and salt (the amount of salt needed
depends on the saltiness of the chicken
broth). Cover the pot and cook 30-45 min-
utes. As liquid evaporates, add enough
boiling water or broth to cover artichokes.
Test for doneness after 30 minutes by
piercing bottoms with a sharp-pointed
knife. When knife encounters no resis-
tance, artichokes are done.

Remove from water with kitchen tongs
or two long-handled spoons. Place upside
down and allow to drain l0 minutes. To
remove the choke, spread the center leaves
of the artichoke and twist out the center
cone. Discard. With a pointed teaspoon,
scoop out any remaining fuzzy pieces on
the artichoke bottom. Rub the bottom with
a lemon wedge to prevent darkening. Chill
in the refrigerator. Serve cold with vinai-
grette dressing. Serves 4.
Dressing. Place all ingredients in ajar with a
tight-fitting lid. Shake well and keep
refrigerated.

CARROT GINGER. SOUP

4 cups sliced carrots
2 cups coarsely chopped onions
I celery root, peeled and thinly sliced
2 parsnips, peeled and sliced
6 cups chicken broth, canned or fresh
4 tablespoons chopped ginger

Salt and freshly ground pepper

S:".mT_",*, 
Prain Yogurt,

The architecture of the Torre Di Giotto isfaithfully reproduced in hand+ast bmnze, exemplifying the anistry of Ma6ro lamps and

chandeliers. Available through showmoms. For your catalog, send $6 to Marbro, Dept. 913, P0. Box 1769, Holland, MI 49422.
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Place all ingredients except last in a large
pot, bring to a boil, cover, and cook until
vegetables are tender (about 30 minutes).
Transfer to food processor with steel blade
in place and process until vegetables are
pureed. Strain through a fine strainer into
a bowl. Serve hot or cold. Garnish each
portion with a dollop of crdme fraiche, yo-
gurt, or sour cream. Serves 4.

MAR.INATED FILLET OF BEEF

4'lz--5 pound fillet of beef
Marinade

Vz cup soy sauce
72 cup honey
2 tablespoons chopped ginger
Vt crtp balsamic vinegar
Vz cup dry red wine
2 tablespoons coarse black pepper,

freshly ground
2 tablespoons chopped garlic
3 tablespoons cornstarch

Bay leaf

Have the butcher trim fat from the fillet
and tie the meat. Combine all marinade in-
gredients in a heavy saucepan. Mix well
and bringjust to the boiling point. Remove
from heat and let cool.

Place fillet in a glass, enamel, or stainless
steel pan. Pour cooled marinade over fil-
let, cover, and marinate in the refrigerator
overnight. Remove from refrigerator sev-
eral hours before roasting.

Preheat oven to 450 degrees. Place meat
in a shallow baking pan and pour mari-
nade over it. Roast 20 minutes, basting
with marinade from time to time. Reduce
heat to 350 degrees and continue roasting
another 20 minutes or until meat reaches
desired degree ofdoneness. Remove from
oven and let cool in marinade. Cut into
thin slices and serve at room temperature
with English mustard. Serves 6-8.

FR.IEDTOMATOES

4 large tomatoes,
green if available

2 eggs, beaten
Va cnp chopped parsley
t/+ cup finely chopped onions

Salt and freshly ground pepper
I cup fine dry breadcrumbs

Vegetable oil

Wash and dry tomatoes. Slice away the flat
stem end. Cut each tomato horizontally
into about 4 thick slices. In a shallow bowl,
combine eggs, parsley, onions, salt, and
pepper. Spread a layer ofbreadcrumbs on
a square ofwaxed paper. Dip both sides of
the tomato slices in egg mixture, allowing
excess to drain off, then in breadcrumbs.
Add more crumbs as needed.

Line a cookie sheet with waxed paper
and arrange slices in a single layer. Refrig-
erate 30 minutes. Pour 3-4 tablespoons oil

lntroducing the cutting edge
of kitchen technology.

Elkay's Gourmet Cuisine Centrd is an exciting new concept
in food preparation. Featuring an innovative, bi-level food
preparation area with handy work surface and disposer

bou/|, it makes cufting and prcparing poultry vegetables or
Kxmts easy. lt's the first food preparation center to make

cookinga joy-andthe
word isspreadingfast.
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into a large skillet. Saut6 romatoes on both
sides over medium heat, until golden
(about 2-3 minutes per side). Add more oil
as needed. Place on paper towels to drain
and keep warm. Serves 6-8.

SUCCOTASH

2 packages frozen baby lima
beans, each l07z ounces

3 cups corn kernels,
fresh or frozen

3 tablespoons butter
I cup half-and-half

Salt and freshly
ground pepper
Parsley, chopped

Combine lima beans and corn kernels in a
large skillet. Add butter and half-and-half.
Cover pan and cook over low heat until
vegetables are tender, creamy, and hot.
Season to taste with salt and pepper.
Transfer to serving bowl and sprinkle with
fresh parsley. Serves 6.

%
4

24
3

FROZEN OR.ANGE PUDDING

egg yolks
cup granulated sugar
cup orangejuice,
freshly squeezed
Grated rind of 3 oranges
cup Grand Marnier
cups heavy cream,
whipped
ladyfingers
tablespoons brandy
Shaved chocolate or cocoa

Separate eggs, placing volks in a medium-
size mixing bowl. Beat the egg yolks until
thick and light-colored. In a heavy-bot-
lomed saucepan. combine sugar, orange
juice, and grated rind, and bring ro a boil.
Continue boiling 5 minures. Very slowly
add the hot syrup ro egg yolks, beating
with an electric beater. Let mixture cool,
then beat in Grand Marnier. Whip the
heavy cream until soft peaks form. Set
aside 7: cup for garnish.

Brush both sides of ladyfingers with
brandy. Line sides and bortom of spring-
form pan with ladyfingers. Split and-break
remainder and set aside. Fold whipped
cream into egg yolk mixrure and blend
thoroughly to form a cusr.ard. Pour about a
third of the custard mixture into the
springform pan. Distribute a few of the
broken ladylingers on top and continue ro
layer, alternating custard and ladyfingers,
ending with the custard. Cover pan tightly
with plastic wrap and place in freezer for
several hours. Transfer from freezer to re-
frigerator about t/z hour before serving.
When ready to serve, remove sides from
springform pan. Garnish with whipped
cream rosettes and shaved chocolate or a
sprinklingofcocoa. Serves 10. I
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Brighten your kitchen.
Elkay's unique l-asting Beauty finish keeps glowing long

after the chop, scrape and scrub of mealtime. Our
stainless steel sink treat your fine china and crystat gentty.

And accessories that offer special convenience, such
as the Hot Water Machine, make

Elkay the numhr
choice in kitchens
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f) eatrice Wood is in love with a

lf ;:::',i,:, i[ Iil::; :': ill
mash Indians of southern California
called Topa Topa, one of the most mag-
nificent peaks in the Santa Ynez range.
For most of us, no matter how beautiful,
a mountain is too formidable an entity to
warrant more than a passing fancy. But
to 97-year-old Beatrice Wood-who
over the years has seen a host of friends
and lovers come and go-Topa Topa
represents perhaps her most reliable
and enduring relationship.

Wood's first view of TopaTopacomes
from the glass enclosures to her bed-
room, its swelling form seemingly awak-
ened by the glow of a warm morning

Luster for Life
At 97 , cerarnist Beatrice Wood is still glazing

NEU tTAilS. BV FRANCIS M. NAUMANN

ffi

Beotrice Wood ond
her dog, Roioh, top
!eft, in the doorwoy
of her kiln roon.
Above left: 7o tle
ffirite Holse, Wood's
commentory on the
l9EE presidentiol
ruce. Above: An
eorthenworc cholice
be6iing her trode-
mork luster gloze.

Above dght Topo
Topo, o moiestic
peok in the Sonto Ynez

Mountoins, looms
beyond Wood's potio.

sun. Although not visible from every room in her house, its

presence is felt throughout the day, as Beatrice diligently en-

gages in her work, answering correspondence, greeting visi-

tors, and, when time allows, working in her studio on the

ceramic creations that have made her an international fig-
ure in the art world. Her sprawling ranch-style house and

studio is located just outside the relatively remote rural
community of Ojai, a resort town about eighty miles

north of Los Angeles best known for the music festival it
hosts every summer. Most of Wood's visitors come to see her
brightly glazed lusterware pottery, the culmination of nearly
forty years of experimentation with metallic glazes. "Water
poured from one of her jars would taste like wine," wrote
Anais Nin. But, considering the impressive prices paid for
these artifacts (Wood once advertised her wares with the sign

PRICES BOTH REASONABLE AND UNREASONABLE), few who ac-

quire her bowls, cups, and plates would consider reducing
them to the utilitarian functions suggested by their design. "I
am one of the only people I know," Wood remarks with char-

acteristic irony, "who can afford to eat off my plates."
Wood's showroom radiates like the treasure room in a sul-

tan's palace. Myriad iridescent surfaces dance around the
room as if in competition for the eye: deep intoxicating reds,
shimmering blues and greens, and rustic silvers and golds
that steal the show. Here and there, as you peruse the dozens
of vessels on display, a primitive, almost cartoonlike ceramic
figure will peer out from behind a bowl or plate to catch your
attention. Closer inspection allows you to read its title (either
inscribed on the piece itself or provided on a makeshift label):
embracing, recumbent, but fully dressed figures are entitled
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. WORKROOM

Settling the Middle East Question' a little
girl sitting on the lap of a mustachioed,
clearly villainous older man is inscribed
Innocence Is Not Enough,' while a Janus-
Iike figure-a woman from one side, a
man from the other-rides the back of a
preposterous bright orange beast. Enti-
tled To the White Houe and created dur-
ing the presidential race of 1988, this
work represents a candidate and his wife
trotting toward their political goal.

These and other equally sardonic fig-
ures are the focus of the exhibition "Inti-
mate Appeal: The Figurative Art of
Bearice Wood," organized by the Oak-
land Museum and on viewJune 2G-Oc-
tober 28 at the Craft and Folk Art
Museum in Los Angeles. This is the first
comprehensive exhibition of Wood's
figurative work, even though she has

been actively involved in the creation of
ceramic sculpture for over fifty years
and has been drawing since she enrolled
in life classes at the Julian Academy in
Paris in 1910. Sixty-six pieces-draw-
ings, collages, watercolors, lithographs,
ceramic tiles, and sculptures-make up

this impressive exhibition.
Like her work, the basis for Wood's ir-

resistible charm is her marvelous sense

of humor and controlled innocence.
Appearances, however, can be mislead-
ing. She has taken to wearing only color-
ful saris and heavy decorative jewelry,

"Never do the

commonplace, "
Duchamp told her.
"Rules are fatal to

the progress of art"
bulky bracelets and necklaces pur-
chased during the course of three visits
to India during the 1960s and early
1970s. When asked if her practice of
wearing saris was inspired by any reli-
gious or spiritual convictions (I knew she

was a close friend of the Indian philoso-
pher Krishnamurti, who made Ojai his
home in the early 1920s), she replied, "I

love chocolate and yeung men, and for
those reasons I wear saris"-whereupon
she leaned over and whispered, "Don't
tell anyone, but I'm fat under here."

Get her on the subject of romance and
the first thing she'll tell you is something
that would ring the alarm of betrayal in
the ear of any self-respecting feminist.
"In the home," she has often been
quoted as saying, "a woman should be

content to kiss the feet of her man." In
actual practice, Wood has never done
anything of the kind. In fact, ever since

she left the comfort of her mother's
house well over seventy years ago, she

has been entirely self-reliant; no man
has ever been empowered with the abili-
ty to control her destiny. Although two
relationships took her to the justice of
the peace, her most fulfilling liaisons
were those carried from momentary in-
fatuation to lifelong friendship. In all,
Beatrice claims to have fallen in love five
times, an achievement she found so re-
markable she insisted on the title I Shoch

Myelf for her autobiography.
Among these lovers, perhaps none of-

OPENING CEREMONIES,
THE CANADIAN MUSEUM OF CIVILIZATION, HULL
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fered a more shocking liberation from
Wood's conservative upbringing than
the first: Henri Pierre Roch6, French
author and art collector, who, when they
met in New York during the years of the
First World War, served temporarily in
the diplomatic service. Nearly forty
years later, Roch6 became a well-known
novelist, using the events of his life for a
series of books, one of whichJules and

J im-became famous through Frangois
Truffaut's film version. Many believe
that the complex love triangle in the
book was based on Beatrice and Roch6
and Roch6's closest friend of this period,
Marcel Duchamp. The three were an in-
separable team for a number of years,
and although Wood did eventually take
up with Duchamp, she maintains that
Roch6's novel bears only passing resem-
blance to the actual events.

Even though 75 years have passed,
Wood often reflects upon those days in
New York, for it was the continued en-
couragement of Duchamp and Roch6
that nurtured her instinct to follow an
artistic life. "Never do the common-

A luster-glozed vessel

place," Duchamp told her. "Rules are fa-
tal to the progress of art." These words
have not only left their mark on Wood's
creative work, but they reaffirm her ap-
proach to a number of important social
issues that continue to concern her,
from animal rights to the amounts of
money spent on military defense.

It is Wood's outlook on the future that

IYORKROOM 
'

keeps her forever young. After being
treated to a vegetarian meal-served, of
course, on her radiant plates-guests
are often asked to retire to the sitting
room, where, surrounded by her stag-
gering collection of Indian folk art,
Wood will tell visitors that the ultimate
cure for all world problems is education.
This conviction has led her ro establish
trust funds for the education of chil-
dren, sons and daughters of certain
close friends, and the proceeds from her
estate are bequeathed ro rhe Happy
Valley Foundation, an organization in
Ojai devoted to the aims of progressive
education.

Before retiring in the evening, Wood
catches her last glimpse of Topa Topa
from her studio, the setting sun causing
its southwestern face to glow with colors
'that curiously resemble those of her pot-
tery. Slowly, as night approaches, its ma-
jestic form quietly slips from sight like
the memory of a love long past. (Be-
atrice Wood's work is available from
Garth Clark Gallery, Los Angeles, 213-
939-2189; NYC 212-246-2205.) .
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"We help make it interestingi'
"Here, we've got all of Canada, our whole culture under one roof."
"Tbtem poles, a big bus, sculpture, a lantastic Chinatown display,

real houses you can aclually walk through..!'
"Anatole and I are on the museum's Children's Advisory

Committee.We give ideas for the children's section..:'
"...5o kids can learn and have more lun. Itb like a big historical
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Princeton Postorol
The uiew from the nouelist's window

prouides new perspectiues on the

blank Fage.BvJovcr Canor Oerrs

. IVR,ITER IN R,ESIDENCE

J t is a spring morning and a

I whitish sunshine floods the
Iut.ium outside my study
window giving the tulips my
husband has planted a stark
painterly beauty. Enriching
their reds, yellows, yellows
streaked with orange, and pale
crimson is the brilliant white of
the dogwood tree newly bloom-
ing but still leafless. On the
slate terrace a half dozen red
and pink geraniums in clay pots
are as vivid yet soft as a pas-
tel drawing.

As I stand by the wall of glass

that is my study window, I can

see the glass wall of our living
room on the far side of the atri-
um, through there into the liv-
ing room, then into the solarium
and through the solarium's
glass walls to a leafy wooded
area leading to a pond. This
particular midmorning several
New Jersey white-tailed deer
have come there to drink. At
times like these the house seems

to have crystallized around me
like a dream. I have the sense

that there are no true walls, that
time itself is fluid and effortless.
The solace this house provides
strikes me anew as I return to
it-to this particular room-af-
ter an overnight lecture trip to
Ohio, after the accelerated pace
of Newark International Air-
port, the congested traffic of
the New Jersey Turnpike and
Route I from New Brunswick.
However modest in dimensions
and in appointments it might

appear in others' eyes and, indeed, in its affluent Princeton
context, this is home. I am home. For what is "home," except a

place unreasonably loved, indefensibly cherished?
Here in this quiet place, my "career" self rapidly fades, Iike

a projected image on a screen when the lights come up. My
husband has welcomed me home by putting a vase of apple
boughs on my desk; it makes me think of Andrew Marvell's
line that all that is extraneous can be annihilated "to a green
thought in a green shade."

There are houses whose fagades, like actual faces, look out
openly at the world-at the street, at passersby. Then there
are houses-like the one in which my husband, Raymond

Smith, and I have lived since

1978-that turn inward,
showing no faEade or face at
all. This single-story house of
white stucco, plate glass, and
wood was built in Hopewell
Township in 1962 by Philip
Sheridan Collins, a man we
have never met and know
nothing about. The building
consists of eight modules,
each measuring l2 by l6 feet,
surrounding an open atrium
hidden from the driveway.

Four doors open out into
the atrium; the house has
twelve in all. Conventions of
front and back don't apply
here. Instead, airy, light-filled
rectangular spaces that com-
prise the house form a circle of
sorts, with the atrium as its
center. In a sense the atrium is

its center of gravity; one's eye

is always drawn to it or to a
similarly open unimpeded
space beyond the glass walls of
the living room. Conscious-
ness flies outward toward ex-

ternal distractions: gradations of light, subtle alterations of
weather, the activities of wild creatures outside.

Some writers might be distracted by so open a house, but I
am not one of them: being nudged out of a tortuous sentence
by the occasional sight of a blue heron at our pond or deer
browsing outside my study window is'fine with me. Nor does

it disturb me to realize I've wasted unclocked minutes simply
staring at the activity of the wind in the evergreens. In fact it
was to enjoy such distractions that I returned to a typewriter
from the word processor I'd had for two years whose lumi-
nous electronic screen and finely trembling green letters in-
terfered with my daydreaming.

For one born in rural surroundings in upstate New York,
whose most prized childhood books were Lewis Carroll's

The sight of a

blue heron
nudges me out
of a tortuous

sentence
z
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Alice's Aduentures in Wonderland and
Through the Looking Glass and Frances
Hodgson Burnett's The Secret Garden,

such a house-with its air of being hid-
den, ever reclusive-has the appeal of a
child's paradise regained.

My husband and I were shown this
property, and bought it in May 1978, in
a single fevered afternoon, the way we

seem to make most of the crucial deci-
sions of our lives. Of the numerous
Princeton-area properties we were
shown, this was the most compact, the
most reasonably priced. Somehow it
didn't look like a house at all. With the

I would be distinctly
unhappy to see

someone else

cleaning our house,

dreamily vacuuming,
washing windows,

usurping my place

dreary associations of conventional fa-

Eade and front lawn, it seemed rather
more an artful structuring of space.

Each of the modules has a cathedral ceil-
ing and an opaque skylight. The main
part of the house, the living/dining
room area, has outer walls of plate glass.

Not only was there space for my hus-

band, a city-born romantic with a love of
nature, to have a garden but there was

also the pond, a small brook leading into
it, and about 200 yards behind the house

a narrow deep-set creek in a wooded
area wholly wild and tenantless.

In human relations, love at first sight
is usually a mistake. In house buying, it is
usually the only reliable guide. So we

bought the house and moved into it. And
when visitors say, as they sometimes do,
"Your house isjust like you," I take it as a

compliment instead of dwelling on what

they might mean in terms of secrecy or
exposure (All that glassl So many doors!),

let alone deception (sometimes visitors
wander about the outside of the house

unable even to find their way into the

. WRITER IN R,ESIDENCE

courtyard, or finding the courtyard, they
stand indecisively pondering which of the
four doors is lfre door).

If this house is a writer's dream house,

it is not by this writer's design, only by
this writer's good fortune. In fact, since

my husband, an editor and publisher,
lives here too, and arguably does more
to keep it presentable than I do, it is not
even solely a writer's house. Indeed,
home is a serial narrative that goes on
and on, a collaborative effort about
which it is more natural to think "our"
than merely "my."

Since August 1978, when we moved

in, we have made a number of signifi-
cant additions to the property. There is
my husband's garden, an ambitious
mixture of vegetables and flowers, mea-

suring 20 by 30 feet; a solarium that
opens off the living room and overlooks
the pond; and, in what had been our ga-

rage, a fairly large guest room. White-
walled, book-lined, with much glass and
a skylight bubble, this new room has a
long white Parsons table at which, in a
typically convalescent mood after hav-
ing finished one of my novels, I sit and
read and try to write poetry, for nothing
so restores the shredded soul. All of the
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out-of-doors is my husband's happy do-
main. He has had the pond dredged and
stocked with handsome Japanese carp,
clams, and tadpoles and has planted
countless trees, shrubs, flowers, and
bulbs with the same sort of meticulous
enthusiasm he brings to his professional
work. I, on the other hand, oversee the
interior of the house or, at any rate, do
the housework. I hope I don't sound dis-
ingenuous by saying I enjoy housework;
its very reperitiveness and the solace of
its tangible qualities are in such contrast
to the uncontrollable movements of the
imagination. Picasso may not have been

talking about the eccentric pleasures of
housework when he said nothing inter-
ested him more than the movement of
his own thoughts, or Oscar Wilde when
he asserted he was never bored when by
himself, but they were certainly speak-
ing of the eccentric urgings of the intro-
verted personality: happiest in a "home"
of its own invention. Indeed I would be
distinctly unhappy to see someone else
cleaning our house, dreamily vacuum-
ing, washing windows, usurping my
place, my solitude.

There is an ironic, darker side to all
this, of course. A glass house as a glass

WRITER IN RESIDENCE O

house-and glass can break. To visitors
especially, glass can be lethally decep-
tive: one believes his way in is unob-
structed but in fact meets a very hard
wall. There is also a constant play of re-
flections, ghost images reflected in a
multiple vertigo: thus you stare fascinat-
ed as a figure moves in a window reflect-
ed from another figure moving in
another window reflected from another
figure moving in another window-su-
perimposed upon the actual figure,
moving. Our house is pictured, virtually
every detail intact, in my novel American
Appetites in which a man inadvertently
causes his wife's death by pushing her
through the glass wall of what is in fact
our dining room. As the novel's doomed
woman thinks at the outset of the book,
our lives are made of glass and there is
nothing we can do to protect ourselves.

On this almost too dazzling May after-
noon we are walking around the pond,
whose surface is agitated by the activities
of a school of fish, most of them black
with here and there some gold. Not un-
like the deceptions of glass is the riddle
of why our pond is larger in reality than
I envision it: larger, more complicated,
more populated with life. Moreover,
rarely has its surface a mirrorlike quali-
ty. On the contrary it is often stippled
with leaves, seeds, a fine film of organic
procreation. An envelope fiercely in-
volved with its own interior teeming life,
like the skin of a living organism, it
yields few of its secrets to human eyes.

The cattails my husband planted a few
years ago have multiplied richly. A bull-
frog leaps into the water, alerted by our
steps. One of our four cats, Misty, the
part-Persian, is approaching us through
the underbrush with her characteristic
querulous mew. From the southeast
bank of the pond we look up at rhe
house, our house on its hill, which seems
to us exactly as it did when we first saw it
(and had then no realistic hope of ac-
quiring it). Ir struck our dazed eyes as id-
iosyncratic, reassuringly undomestic, its
beauty small-scale enough to be, for us,
navigable-and so it was. And so it is, the
last of four houses we will ever buy, the
last, the most precious of the sructures
we've owned that will outlive us. a

The lighter was Sandoz,

thej
and

Cartier,

Itwasagame really From herhand-

bag the woman would reveal hersilver

Chaumet cigarette case. Slowly she'd

roll a cigarette rhrough her fingers

giving him just enough time to reach for

his gold Sandoz lighter. Then, just as

the tip of the cigarette would part her

lips, he'd strike the lighter illum-

inating her face for the

entlre room to see.

It was a game

played out in

restaurants, ball-

rooms and clubs

every night.

And the right

amafunlwas

accessory could say everything about

the players, even spilling over into the

drink one held. The martini.

But not just any martini. 'A martini

dry with a dash of bittersl"A martini

sweet, no olive]"A dry Gibson, stirred3,

Accessories are making a comeback.

Fountain pens cling to lapel

pockets. Timeless watches

tick from wrists.

Elegant jewelry

adoms necklines.

Andthemaftini

is back. Gilbey's.
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. GARDENING

Nontucket roses,

ohovr left, from
Gordening Ameilcs,
A nymph ot Middleton
Ploce, obovg ggl!94
in South Corolino ond,

below, the ltolion
Gorden ot Sonnenberg

in New York from
Gardens ol Americo,
Above right: Glodiolus

in Wyoming

from Americo's
Cottoge Gordens.

f\ pring garden books often bring on

\ guilt trips-"1 should have pruned
L-f in Februarv"-but three of this
year's publications are purely pleasure

trips, literary excursions across America

that define the American Sarden. After
at least ten years of garden conscious-

ness-raising, we are now used to the idea

of having our own gardens-American
gardens instead of English, French, Ital-

ian, etc.-but what does that mean? Pa-

tricia Thorpe and Eve Sonneman,
Diane Kostial McGuire, and Ogden
Tanner have different answers.

Americo Bound

Three books explore our national

horticultural herita ge

Bv Mec GRtswol-o

For this reviewer, the most interesting book of the three is

Patricia Thorpe's Americo's Cottoge Gordens: lmoginotive Yorio'

tions on the Clossic Gorden Style (Random House, $29.95), an

insightful text accomPanied by what amounts to a major pho-

tographic essay by Eve Sonneman. "America's cottage gar-

dens" is a term Thorpe takes some twenty pages to explain

because, until the recent craze for English chintz and Ger-

trude Jekyll, cottage gardens weren't part of the American

canon. Oh, we may have quoted a Whitman line or two about

lilacs and dooryards, but this is not at all what Thorpe and

Sonneman are up to. Theirs is a trip through the un-yupped-

up plots usually seen only in the pages of National Gardening,

if at all. The book captures the mixed flower and vegetable

gardens behind and in front of mobile homes and asbestos-

shingled houses, as well as those in bungalow suburbs,

around middle-aged Victorians and fifties ranchers, and on

farms whose silos are still very much in use.

Because of their choice of subject, the authors unsentimen-

tally face the connection between money and gardens that is

usually politely submerged in a stream of horticultural and

historical information. In general, who the gardeners we

read about are-and the standard assumption is they are

white, and middle class at the very least-is something we are

supposed to know before stripping the shrink-wrap off the

newest garden tome. So at first glance Thorpe seems oddly

insistent on who her gardeners are: many of them are black,

poor, elderly. Is she being patronizing-or what? No is the

answer, but she is saying things that are customarily left un-

said about taste and class in America.

Sonneman's 106 beautiful photographs show chain link

fences and hoses as well as golden glow and roses, broccoli

alongside bachelor's buttons, amaryllis growing outdoors,

teasel, gladiolus, and wildflowers. Thorpe, a consummate

gardener, notes the major and minor differences-and some

fascinating similarities-in what grows and how people grow

it in every region of the United States. The single besl aspect

of the design, especially in a book that covers so many zones, is

the mention, in each picture caption, of the month the photo-

graph was taken. Overall, the book is handsome and un-

irowded: 192 pages later you will have been somewhere vivid

and exhilarating in America.
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NOTHINC IS SO RARE AS PERfECTION.

The beauty ol these hand-carved gems may well leave one speechless, for they bespeak craftsmanship of a caliber rarely
found today. Each and every basin is hewn to perfection from a solid block of marble or onyx. And given the variety of stones availablg

it is not at all unlikely that he and she may find a single shell they can happily call a we shell.
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with our 320-page catalog of the finest fumiture manufacturers.
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firmiture consultant who can assist you with everything from
decorating advice to details on a specific piece.

At Edgar B, we stand behind everything we sell. Plus we

deliver, unpack and set-up the fumiture to your satisfaction.
The bottom lineJ You get top-of-the-line fumiture and top
service without paying top price.

1,900.2 55.6589 To order your etalog, enclm a $ 1 5 check
with this coupon, or call the toll fre number
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. GARDENING

In Gordens of Americo: Three Centuries of Design (Thomasson-

Grant, $34.95) Diane Kostial McGuire, a garden historian as

well as landscape architect, examines the other kind of gar-
den, those that are commonly recognized as the preeminent
historic examples of design. Such gardens are the beneficia-
ries of all the lucky breaks that go into the making of master-
pieces: money, horticultural zeal, site and climate,
generations of care, or transcendent restoration. Refreshingfy,
of 38 places shown, l3 are treated in depth (five or more pic-
tures each). Almost all are open to the public, and with the ex-
ception of Sonnenberg in Canandaigua, New York, there are
few surprises. The surprises are in the text and the intelligent
choice of pictures. McGuire's eleven short essays (with titles
like "Early Gardens of Useful Plants," "Victorian Flower Gar-
dens," or "Modern California Gardens") are penetratingly
clear, and she easily leads her readers through the thickets of
stylistic nomenclature (picturesque, gardenesque, etc.).

Captions are a delight because they make unexpected con-
nections. When she says of Rockwood in Delaware, "While
the Japanese' garden, complete with rocks, streams, and
wooden temples, was soon to attract the eye of many Victori-
an gardeners, Rockwood's solemn naturalism is actually
much closer to Oriental gardening principles," the photo-
graph changes before your eyes. There are unusual aerial
shots of gardens that are often reduced to commonplaces-
Mount Vernon, Dumbarton Oaks-and detail shots of plants
that will renew your idea of what a black maple or a rumpet
vine (this one is yellow and red) can be. Of the three books this
has the most resplendent color printing, deep, nuanced, and

believable. Thorpe and Sonneman were ill-served by the
choice of matte paper, which absorbs ink; Ogden Tanner's il-
lustrations are often poster-bright.

For Tanner the sun is always blazing and the retreats are
always cool. How hard it is to.generalize about American hor-
ticulture today without resorting to clich6s becomes clear on
reading Gordening Americo: Regionol ond Historicol lnfluences in

the Contemporory Gorden (Viking Studio Books, $40). Though
reliable on gardening practices, Tanner nonetheless pro-
motes some of the old-chestnut errors of garden history. For
example, eighteenth-century Americans did not have gar-

dens planted exclusively with herbs in fancy patterns; they
are a colonial revival invention. On the upside, Tanner's em-
phasis on ecologically sound gardening takes him to some

beautiful, inventive sites: torrents of gaillardias at the Bran-
dywine River Museum in Pennsylvania, a drought-resistant
blue and silver border in Big Sur, California, a Tucson "gar-
den" of lapidary squares of lawn set in wide mowing strips-if
you must have lawn in the Southwest, that's how to do it. And
there are 300 photographs (a number are of the same gar-

dens as McGuire's). On balance, setting jibes about literary
style aside, this is a good choice for anyone curious to put
mainstream American garden styles in perspective in one

comprehensive volume. The other books are a splendid pair
that depict the two faces of American gardens-the everyday
life and the historical canon. I
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HAND MADE IN ENGLAND
exclusively through Smallbone showrooms

lSOEAST5STHSTREET NEW
SUITE TIO CHEVY CHASE PLAZ,A, S3Ol WISCONSIN AVENUE, N.W. WASHINGTON DC 20015. Telcphonc: (2O2) 537 3565YORK NY 1O155. Ttlephone: (2t2)

34 EAST PUTNAM AVENUE, GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT 06830 (open Summer 1990)

486-4530 . 315 souTH RoBERTSON BLVD LOS ANGELES CA 90048. Tclcphonc (213) 550-7299

For your new 122 page $10.00 full color catalog
alternatively, send $t0.00 to: Smallbone Inc.. 150

of Kitchens, Bedrooms and Bathrooms phone: (2r2) 4g6-4530 or (213) 550-7299 (west coast),
East 58th Street, New York, NY 10155.
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The Cot's Meow
Artist John Willenbecher creates

model homes that make his clients purr

BY IRIS OWTNS

T, i: slander to suggest that mv

I prrme motlve ln acqulrlng a Pure-
I bred Manx kitten was to see him es-

tablished in his very own John
Willenbecher corrugated house for ex-

ceptionally privileged cats. I don't deny
I fell in love with the miniature ltalian-
ate villa (or so it appeared to me) that
the artist happened to be finishing one

afternoon when I visited him in his
SoHo studio. I watched as Willen-
becher meticulously stenciled the
names of the future occupants-Lily
and Tony-<lear across the front of the

streamlined structure he had crafted
from a discarded cardboard carton. It

Frcddy the Monx
ovoits compony
from the orched
entrywoy of his

customdesigned
John Willenbecher
cot house.

was pure coincidence that at that moment I became aware of
how lamentably deprived I was of the affectionate compan-

ionship of a sweet pussycat. Within weeks of my spontaneous

revelation Freddy had joined my single-occupancy house-

hold, and it seemed only natural to share the good news with

John Willenbecher, premier architect to the domestic cat.

Like the proverbial shoeless shoemaker, Willenbecher goes

catless, but he takes pleasure in creating one-of-a-kind geo-

metric cat paradises for a select group of his cat-owning
friends, who are more than huppy to grant him unlimited cat

visitation rights in return.
To the best of his recollection, John made the first of his

houses out of discarded Christmas boxes as a teenager, back

in the town of Macungie, Pennsylvania, where he was born in

1936 and raised with his sister Nancy (who currently keeps

five cats) and an assortment of household pets. Like most chil-

dren who are obliged to inhabit an adult-size world, John
must have imagined how nice it would be for the family cat to

have a residence scaled to its own dimensions, ceilings that

did not loom out of sight, walls that provided dark and cozy

seclusion, thresholds no human could cross, an enclosure

with plenty of slits and peepholes for unrestricted spying.

However, this was no ordinary kid punching holes into hat-

boxes but an emerging artist whose work would ultimately be

represented in museums throughout the country, including
the Whitney, the Guggenheim, the Albright-Knox, and the

Art Institute of Chicago.
Although Willenbecher makes it clear he regards his mai-

sons-minou (as he calls them) as amusements, they are de-

signed and constructed with all the precision and invention a

creator of his stature lavishes on any effort. He succeeds bril-
liantly in producing a sanctum that keeps the cat as happy to

be on the inside looking out as the owner is to be on the out-

side looking in. These vividly decorated, practically weight-

less, completely portable three-dimensional flights of
architectural fantasy are evidence ofart's power to transform

the humblest material into a magical universe the fussiest fe-

line would be proud to inhabit.
"What I end up with is primarily dependent on the shape of

the carton I find. Nothing is added, nothing is wasted," Wil-

lenbecher explained to me the day I discovered how desper-

ately I wanted a cat. All of his houses, and alas there are fewer

than a dozen in existence, measure approximately two feet

square, and with the addition of cupolas, porticoes, haylofts,

inverted pyramids, buttresses, and unidentifiable structural

details, each takes on a style of its own. Whether it suggests a

section of a medieval wall, an austere Shaker barn, a Mediter-

ranean villa, a spireless church, or a building thal has never

existed anywhere except in the imagination of an astral math-

ematician, each house bears the authority of a perfectly ren-

dered design. The surfaces are punctured with squares,

spirals, circles, triangles, and slits worked into the design to

the perpetual fascination of the occupant. And that is only

what is visible from the outside. Concealed within the walls,

with their Mondrianesque bands and fields of flat color, are
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CHARTRES
ln the spirit of romonce ond chivolry. The Aflontis Chortres
pottern is designed by Gerold Gulotto for Block ond is hond-
blown ond hond cut f-ull leoQ crystol by Crisol, portugol. Suite of
8 stems S42,00 eoch. Send 50C for full iotor brochurd of Aflontis
stemwore potterns.

Atlontis-too memoroble lo forgel.
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Every week as the graceful new

Vind Song sets sail, l4B privileged

1;1 I il [ S T A [o Passengers see Thhiti as few have

Sl I t t [{ MS seen it before. Visiting Huahine's

temple courts one day. Vindsurfing near Moorea

the next. And enjoying the uncommon luxuries of a

priyate yacht aboard a,[40-foot sail croise ship.

ShiplEgi3try: BahaD.s

See your travel agent or wnd for a brochure
or Wiudstar vacatione in Thhiti, the
Caribbeau, Meditenaaean, and Alaeka.

Windstar Sail Cruises, PO. Box 34374
Seattle,VA98124-1374 roMHGo6c
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hidden labyrinths that go from entrance
to rooftop and surprise apertures cut
into the floors, puzzles so dear to the ex-
plorative cat.

John stopped producing his houses in
the sixties and seventies, and it was only
in the early eighties, his career as a paint-
er and sculptor established, that he suc-
cumbed to the importuning of needy
friends and resumed his role as master
builder to the cat. Since these treasures
are not available at any price, I could
only wait in choiceless suspense forJohn
to find the time and the container essen-

tial td his inspiration.
My kitten was a full-grown year-old

magnificent fellow worthy of the most

Each house measures

two feet square and

comes with hidden
labyrinths, surprise

apertures, and

a style all its own

elegant quarters when Willenbecher
called and asked the question I had been
longing to hear: Is Freddy spelled with a

"y" or an "ie"? Either way was fine with
me. I could picture the letters lumines-
cent above an arched doorway. Freddy's
house, with its flattened pyramid of a

roof, was hand-delivered by its benefi-
cent maker not a moment too soon.
True to his feline nature, my cat had co-

opted every inch of carpeted, cush-
ioned, and vinyl space, noneof which he

was about to surrender unless supplied
with superior digs of his own. And that is
exactly what he received.

The two-story edifice, which to me has

the appearance of a make-believe tem-
ple from some extremely witty alien cul-
ture, seems to float above my polished
floorboards, weightless as a dream. The
sides of the house are imprinted with the
grinning faces ofcontented cats, and in
the upstairs loft with portholes cut out of
the sloping roof sleeps the real thing, the

cat I'd always wanted. I
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The largest and rnost extraordinary
antique t€sourlce tn the world.
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Fabrics Trimmings Wailpeper Furnishings
Inquiries far custom orders are welcome
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'A source of ffeasures from
around the world, lovingly displayed
in the heart of Manhattan!'

BENNETT AND JUDIE WEINSTOCK
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The Auricuta
by

Jose Escofet
A suite of ,twelve specially commissioned lithographs,

signed by the artist.
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an investment in your lifestyle.

lndividually designed - Custom crafted in West Cermany

Contact the allmilm6 Consulting and Service Center for your nearest allmilmci design studio,
or send $10. for a comprehensive brochure and information package.

allmilm6 corporation Department HC 70 Clinton Road Fairfield, NJ 07004 2O'l 227-2502
Available in Canada
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Editor's Poge
JUNE I99O

COUT FRIoey NIGHT, wINTER, SPRING, SUMMER, oR FALL, THE NoVoGRoD FAMILY

heads for the country, driving two hours in almost any weather, transporting at least

a few scraps of clothing (in spite of all efforts at self-sufficient wardrobes), books,

magazines, food. It's a classic story, with enough variations on our yellow-painted

New England farmhouse to fill the pages of HG for years. For Nan and Stephen

Swid, country is a turn-of-the-century clapboard house on South Main Street in
Southampton, decorated in a romantic light-filled 1990s style by Stephen Sills. An
1807 sea captain's house on Nantucket is another highly cultivated statement, in this

case by decorator Robert Denning. Landscape paint-

er Neil Welliver has composed a tour de force of color

and line in a simple wooden house in Maine, while

across the continent the young L.A. architect Josh
Schweitzer has devised an otherworldly group of pa-

vilions as a weekend escape in the California desert.

Renowned architect Richard Meier's classic modern-

ist house in NewJersey is an altogether different in-

terpretation of a rural retreat. TheJune issue zeroes

in as well on the old-line Michigan resorr of Mackinac

Island (revisited by native son Edmund White), the

private zoo that a pair of Sotheby's art experts keep

on their Westchester farm, and the playfully designed cottage of singer Belinda Car-
lisle and her husband, producer Morgan Mason. There's also an unconventional gar-
den in Connecticut and the charming house of garden designer Nancy McCabe. In a
lighter vein, Billy Norwich reflects on the meaning of country to the very rich. Grant-
ed, leaking roofs, faulty plumbing, and plant-eating bugs and vermin are well outside
the picture-perfect domain of HG, but the ideal is eternally seducrive. And the reali-
ty, even with traffic and rravel, still fulfills a basic human need.

A wcothercd picket
fence sets off thc
brilliont color oI purple
loosestrifc, coreopsis,
clernotir, ond other
perenniols in o
Connecticut gorden.
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A RCHITECTURE, DESIGN, AND THE DECORATIVE ARTS ARE

A Nur-, Swid's business-and her pleasure. Five days a
week, between the hours of nine and five, she is president of
Swid Powell, the New York-based company responsible for
introducing an international roster of A-list architects to
what's known as the tabletop market. Though the idea was

considered novel when Swid conceived it in the early eighties,

time has borne out the commercial wisdom of inviting such

high-profile talents as Michael Graves, Richard Meier, Ettore
Sottsass, Stanley Tigerman, and Robert Venturi to try their
hands at china, crystal, silver, and, most recently, sheets.

Swid's commitment to contemporary design, and to con-

temporary design talent, does not end when her workday is

done. On the contrary, when she meets architects, designers,

or decorators she likes, she takes them home. Over the past

decade Swid and her husband, Stephen, the chairman and

CEO of SCS Communications, have worked with architects

Charles Gwathmey and Robert Siegel on four projects, with
designer Joe D'Urso on three projects, and with decorator
Andrde Putman on two projects. The couple's loyalty is
matched only by their personal design needs. Happily for
Nan Swid, Stephen shares her enthusiasm for aesthetic ad-

venture-and her eye for talent. Tellingly, he oversees his

film company (Cinecom), his magazine (Spin), and his pub-

lishing house (Westview Press) from behind aJacques-tmile
Ruhlmann macassar ebony desk in a Gwathmey Siegel-de-

signed office lined with art by Anthony Caro, Ellsworth Kelly,
Robert Moskowitz, and Kenneth Noland.

The latest addition to the couple's personal design roster is

Stephen Sills, a young Manhattan decorator whose career re-

cently moved into the fast lane. Nan Swid was introduced to

this self-described "hillbilly from Durant, Oklahoma,"
through her friend Ian Schrager, the hotel mogul who had

enlisted Sills in 1988 to help soften the hard edges of Philippe
Starck's scheme for the Royalton Hotel. She was sufficiently
impressed with the discreet elegance of Sills's portfolio to sign

him up instantly to decorate her new offices on two floors of
an East 49th Street town house. Swid liked what she got. So

much so that she invited Sills and his partner, James Huni-
ford, for a weekend in Southampton, where she happened to

mention that she might be interested, just in case he had any

ideas, in "freshening things up" around the grand turn-of-
the-century house that Joe D'Urso had decorated, once in

I98 I and again in 1985. Although Sills interpreted freshen-

ing things up to mean a new paint schedule for the living
room, Huniford was savvier. As he understood it, Swid essen-

tially wanted to start all over again. Huniford was right.
There are people in this world who consider decorating a

A g.r".orx center hall, right, with a colonial revival staircase

and wainscoting bisects the house' Stephen Sills modeled the

entry's blue and white wallpaper after a classic pattern
by Louis Comfort Tiffany. Oppositt aboae: A hand-carved marble
mantel embedded with tiny mosaic tiles is the focal point of
the living room. Opposite below: ln one of the three down-
stain sitting rooms, Sills mixed contemPorary uPholstered
furniture with vintage wicker and wood. Details see Resources.
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III
Slttr uia a new wide-
plank floor in the living

of furniture that ranges
from an lSth-century
Italian painted table to
a l9th-century Heywood-
Wakefield wicker chaise
longue and a pair of
Mies van der Rohe side
tables from Ikoll. The
two iron floor lamps
date from the thirties,.
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feel like the country, but I'm a modernist at heart. I like things simple and pure"

Rather than obstruct the view
of the dining room fireplace,

oppositt, Sills extended a slab of
marble from a side wall to form

a table, leaving the center of
the room open. Aboue: Nan Swid
combines traditional silver with
tableware designed by architects
Robert A. M. Stern and Robert

Venturi, which she produces
through her company, Swid

Powell. The c. 1900 bentwood
chairs are Thoner. Right: The

Orchid dinner plates, also from
Swid Powell, were designed in
1987 by Robert Mapplethorpe.
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costly and time-consuming ordeal, but Nan Swid is not one of
them. For her it is a "stimulating learning experience." Which
explains why every four or five years she grows restless with
her domestic environments-on Park Avenue in Manhattan
and on South Main Street in Southampton-and, eager to

continue her education, cleans house. Though Swid usually

returns to designers to redo what they have already done

once (and sometimes twice), she had to break with her custom

two years ago when it came time for the third transformation
of the summer place: Joe D'Urso, then living in Europe, was

unavailable for another encore. Which was sad for Swid, con-

sidering that she regards D'Urso not only as part of the family
but also as one of the great design talents practicing today'
Nonetheless, Sills was a good choice to follow D'Urso, espe-

cially since Swid was eager to spread her stylistic wings, to ex-

pand her long-standing classic modern repertoire, to change

the temperature, so to speak, of the house from cool to warm.
And Sills's quiet flair for mixing colors, patterns, textures,

and periods seemedjustright, (Text continued onpage 172)

SiU.'. pr.tn.r, James Huniford, found the master bedroom's
Egyptian revival armoire and bedside tables, abotte, in a small
antiques shop in Maine. The curtain fabric is from Clarence
}J.ouse. bfi: In the upstairs sitting room, a l9th-century
book-shaped table stands near a wicker armchair. Oppositc:

The Swids prefer lunch alfresco on their flagstone terrace.
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of understatement. By George E. Schoellkopf
Photogra:hs by Oberto Gili
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r TANCY Mr;Cnsr,'s HousE lN coN-
I\ n..ri.,r, is not the sort of place you
might normally expect to find illustrat-
ed in the pages of a magazine devoted to
decorating. This is because the house
hasn't been designed in the usual pro-
fessional sense of the word, and there is
much more involved here than decora-
tion. Nancy's surroundings, indoors
and out, are notjust pretty-they poeti-
cally express a very personal style and
sensitivity. Almost from the moment I
arrived, I had the bizarre sensation of
coming back to someplace I had lived in
long ago but couldn't quite recall. Every-
thing seemed strangely familiar and yet
fresh, as if I were being given a second

chance to see all the wonderful things I
had missed the first time around. I was

thoroughly intrigued.
First there was the kitchen garden,

which won me over as soon as I stepped
into it from the drive. Nancy is a well-
known garden designer and consultant
with highly important clients on both
the East and West coasts, but there was

no hint of self-importance or pretension
in the little plot before me. lt was orderly
but irregular, with paths of old brick un-
evenly laid and edged with antique scal-

loped tiles, which Nancy told me she had
found in Savannah. She was brought up
in Georgia but received her education in
France, where she learned to appreciate
farmhouse gardens and developed a

taste for all manner of things European.
In Nancy's kitchen dooryard I found

vegetables, flowers, and herbs grown to-
gether in the style of a French potager.
Old garden paraphernalia, such as sev-

eral three-foot-tall terra-cotta rhubarb
forcers and a pair of handblown glass

forcing bells, or cloches, added to the air
of civilized rusticity. Various flowerpots
were filled with herbs and special plants,
some of which-Japanese morning glo-
ries, for instance, and a rare blue-flow-

Sievert, Spalding, and Nancy McCabe,
right, in the kitchen with their terrien, Polly
and Nell. Shelves display faience, English
creamware, and Canton porcelain. The table-
cloth is Porthault. Opposite aboue: A screen
of espaliered apple trees borders the kitchen
garden. Opposite below: Ameican children's
chairs are placed near a Louis XVI bergire
in the living room. Details see Resources.
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ered species of maurandya-I had
never seen before. Everything was neat
and trim, but not compulsively so; here
and there a few creepers had even been
allowed to grow among the bricks. Ev-
erywhere the plants seemed to be enjoy-
ing themselves, and they were never so

vigorously restrained as to suggest that
the garden design was more important
than they were.

Picturesquely situated on a rise over-
looking an old canal, the'circa 1790
house is just large enough for Nancy,
her husband, Spalding McCabe, their
two sons, Wesley, aged nine, and Sie-
vert, six, and two terriers, Polly and Nell.
Although the architecture has basic
good proportions, it is quite modest,
with no frills or claims to high style.
Sometime around 1920 the clapboard
exterior was faced with stucco, long
since mellowed to an attractive mottled
patina that gives the place a curiously
Mediterranean feelin g-especially now
that fruit trees have been espaliered on
one wall and spring-, summer-, and fall-
blooming clematis trained on another.

Nancy says that when she first saw the
house it reminded her of France. Fortu-
nately the property was also convenient
to her husband's business, Lion's Head
Books, in nearby Salisbury, and so they
decided to buy it. That was nine years

ago, and Nancy has been refining and
rearranging things ever since. The inte-
rior is deceptively simple, still recogniz-
ably a New England farmhouse. There
is a kitchen table with an old-fashioned
tablecloth next to a large open cupboard
filled with crockery and plates hanging
on the wall; in the living room there are
pictures and knickknacks and comfort-
able upholstered chairs-everything
you would expect to find in a well-run
American (Text continued on page l7 2)

Th. liuir,g room's linen valances are
trimmed with antique French petit point
and red fabric from a dress Nancy McCabe
wore as a child. Red also appears in
French botanical watercolors, the Liberty floral
cotton Petronella, a fan-shaped lacquer tray,
and the English needlepoint carpet. Leaf
patterns adorn the American grained table
below a Dutch tortoiseshell and ebony
mirror frame. The ladder-back chair
came from nearby Sharon, Connecticut.
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teases the viewer into looking more carefully than he otherwise might
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Nature Study The Maine woods provide
a fertile landscape
for painter Neil Welliver
By Mark Strand
Photographs by Wiltiam Watdron
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L rEIL Wplltvrn IS sHoRT AND srocKY, WITH NEATLY

1\ .o*U.a white hair and a trim black mustache. He looks

sraight at you when he speaks-and he hoesn't mince words.
In all his transactions with the world he displays a scrupulous
honesty that contributes to his being both a powerful pres-
ence and one of the best landscape painters in America.

Welliver's large paintings of the Maine woods set us in the

midst of a world from which we have become increasingly es-

tranged. Gazing into their vivid stillness, we discover an es-

sential part of ourselves, a basic humanness, a creaturehood
that we seem to have lost. They are direct, even confronta-
tional, representations, and yet they are highly nuanced;
their world-the feel of it, the light of it-is fastidiously ren-
dered, and we register the weight of Welliver's attention as a

kind of rescuing operation. For if nature is rapidly disappear-
ing, we at least can imagine what it was like, picture it as Wel-
liver has pictured it.

Welliver's preoccupation with the Maine woods began in
1962. He was searching for a landscape he wanted to paint,
and he found it in central Maine, where he bought a run-
down house on I 06 acres for $2,500. Over the next few years,

when he had accumulated $500 or so from the sale of paint-
ings, he would buy another hundred acres ofadjoining wood-
land; eventually he had 1,200 acres. Then, in 1975, the artist
returned from a trip to town to discover that his house had

burned down in an electrical fire. He lost not only the house

but everything in it: hundreds of paintings, portfolios of wa-

Old *irrdorr. were replicated, and ax-hewn posts and rafters
were installed to restore the house's original timber structure.
In the living room, right, cowhide rugs from Chile enliven
a sofa and chairs in a Schumacher white canvas, a Shaker
bentwood rocker, and a Wassily chair available from Knoll.
Aboae: Welliver's Fisszras, 1987. Details see Resources.
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-l'he uil ol'calnr that perlllcatcs \\'elliver's h{}Ltse exists in





tercolors and drawings, an enormous library, scores of nine-
teenth-century Caucasian rugs, and a good deal of Shaker
furniture, including fifteen Shaker blanket chests filled with
valuable quilts. A few paintings stored in the barn were saved,

but that was all.
Welliver combed the area for a house to replace the one he

had lost, and in a few weeks located a set of buildings of the

same vintage in the woods nearby. He bought the entire set

for $750. "I went in and marked every stick, every floor-
board, every timber," he says. "I had a crew ofyoung guys, a

number of whom had been wooden boat builders, who really
knew what they were doing, and I knew what I was doing,
since I come from a long line of cabinetmakers. We marked
the whole set of buildings, took them all apart, put them on a

flatbed truck, brought them here, and set them up on the

same foundation. We didn't have to do anything to the barn.

It was perfect."
The house, however, was less than perfect. A tree had fall-

en on one part, and over the years the occupants had altered
its original timber structure. In order to restore the place,

Welliver bought another old house that was going to be de-

molished and used it to replace the missing pieces. All the

wood-the posts, the long plates that support the rafters,
even the rafters themselves-is ax-hewn. There is not a single

screw or nail in the frame; everything is held together with
pegs. "There's stuff restored in the walls that only a lunatic

would do," says Welliver. "Being a lunatic, I did it." He had

the original windows copied, for example, and put them back

where they were meant to be. Even the cellar, which had been

destroyed, was rebuilt with rocks dug out of a field in the area.

The cellar walls were recapped with granite picked up from
yet other abandoned house sites. It took ten to fifteen men

working six days a week for a year to restore the old house.

There is a self-sufficiency, an integrity, about Welliver's
residence. It is notjust its isolation, the way it sits in a clearing
across the road from a garden, a chicken coop, a windmill,
and a couple of cars in the middle of nowhere. Nor is it the

way the house claims its ground, gracefully and at length, as

"continuous" farm buildings throughout New England have

since the early nineteenth century. It is its assertion of plain-
ness, its resolute resistance to cuteness, to being anything but
what it is-a long plain house down a dirt road somewhere in
central Maine. It is not painted, and its weathered spruce sid-

ing is somewhere between dead gray and dulled silver. Yet it
is undeniably elegant, even beautiful.

The garden across the road adds to the aura of indepen-

dence that surrounds the house. It covers an acre on which

everything from cantaloupe to corn is organically grown'
supplying Welliver, his wife, Sheila, their sons, and many of
their neighbors with fresh vegetables throughout the grow-

ing season. Welliver describes how his garden grows: "It is

turned up each year. I get spoiled hay-hay that's been

rained on, bales of it-and I lay the garden out, covering it
with a foot to eighteen inches of the hay,leaving rows that are

two inches wide. Then I plant the rows. I don't do anything to

them,don'tweedthemor (Textcontinuedonpage 172)

The artist keeps his files in a lgth-century mahogany apothecary

cabinet, lzft. Aboue: Islands Allagasn, 1988. Opposite: A papier- 
-

mAch6 waihtub sits next to an l8th-century pine desk, sponged

to resemble mahogany, in a corner of the master bedroom.
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Serenity reigns at the Westchester

specialists Lucy Mitchell-Innes

County farm of Sotheby's

and David Nas
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-V ucy Mitchell-Innes, whose delicate blcnd beauty has

I never stopped her I rom getting what she wanIs, is pon-

I dering a new purchase. "I would be very keen on a pair
I of wallabies," she says in her upper-class British accentI ,, *. ,ki., the mud puddles on the way to the

henhouse at Horsefly Farm. She's not talking about the shoes,

she's talking about the animal. "I see them advertised in Lla-
mas magazine all the time. I'd like a dromedary, too."

Lucy already owns a llama, two donkeys, a flock of golden
pheasants, pygmy goats, sheep, horses, doves, and a pig, to
name a few. They live on and about the farm in Westchester
County, New York, where she and her husband, David Nash,
go every weekend to get away from their fast-track high-ten-
sion jobs at Sotheby's. Lucy is head of the contemporary art
department. David, Sotheby's expert on impressionist and
modern art, is in charge of all fine art sales. "It's quite a neces-

sary antidote," Lucy says of the farm and the menagerie.
"There's always something being hatched in the incubator,
s<lme off'spring being produced. I love forJosephine to see all
these different animals." Josephine is their two-year-old
daughter; they're expecting a second child.

Lucy gave Manuel the llama to David for his birthday in
1987. "There were always horses around," she says, "and
sheep, goats, and donkeys. They all predated me." David had

the farm for quite a few years before he
met Lucy. "The doves were my initia-
tive. I like white doves flying around the
house. We have about twelve and it's
wonderful to see them in the snow."

The couple met in England in 1982 at
Sutton Place, the Tudor house that had
belonged toJ. Paul Getty. David was al-
ready a maior force at Sotheby's in New
York, and Lucy was running the firm's
contemporary art department in Lon-
don. They had come to Sutton Place to
appraise the most recent owner's collec-
tion. "Lucy impressed me right there
with her seriousness about the paint-
ings," says David. "She had a much more
art historical approach to contemporary
art than anybody else I'd ever talked to."

In 1970 David Nash had put together
the first sale at auction anywhere devot-
ed exclusively to contemporary paint-
ings, and for years Sotheby's was the
only place in New York that held sales of
contemporary art. But in 1977 Christie's
arrived in New York, and it had its first
contemporary paintings sale the next
year. By 1982 Sotheby's was losing
ground to its new rival in the contempo-
rary field. Christie's had hired Martha
Baer, who knew all the collectors and all
the dealers and who was so knowledge-
able that she nearly cornered the mar-
ket. When the person who ran Sotheby's
contemporary art department in New
York resigned, David began looking

desperately for a re-
placement. The
meeting at Sutton
Place stuck in his
mind. But bringing
Lucy to New York,
he says, "was a big
risk. She knew very
little about the Unit-
ed States. She'd only
been here a couple of
times. She knew a lot
about the paintings
and knew a lot of the
collectors, but her
experience and
knowledge were
nothing compared to
Martha Baer's."

When Lucy took
over contemporary art at Sotheby's in
New York, David made a point of intro-
ducing her to the principal dealers. He
was particularly eager for her to strike up
a relationship with Andr6 Emmerich. "I
regard him as an elder statesman, a father
figure, in the business," says David. Em-
merich remembers the meeting vividly:
"David brought this very pretty young girl
fresh from England whom I would have

hired in a minute for the front desk. She

had charm and presence, but I thought to
myself, well, well, Martha Baer is going to
eat this one for breakfast." (Baer had once

worked for Emmerich.) "I was really
wrong," says Emmerich. "I had no idea of
her intelligence. Not only is Lucy glamor-
ous and beautiful, she is also tough, persis-

Miles of Northleach's
Thz Gardcn oJ Eden, a
l9th-century painting
in the living room,
bft. Below: The lake
reflecls the lSth-
century hotse. Bottom:
Preparing to saddle
up in the barn.
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tent, and very capable." David was so srruck by her qualities
that he proposed marriage.

Lucy Mitchell-Innes arrived in New York at the outset of
the tremendous boom in contemporary art prices at auc-
tion-a boom in which she has played a significant part.
Christie's contemporary sales were more than triple Soth-
eby's in 1982: $ 10,300,730 to Sotheby's 93,408,900. Last year
the figures were $250,526,100 for Sotheby's and 9133,832,000
for Christie's. Contemporary art sales at Sotheby's have now
surpassed all other categories except impressionist and mod-
ern art ($738,500,000 in 1989). "That's a dramaric change,"
says David. "Almost unbelievable. "

ne of Lucy's big coups was persuading both
Ethel Scull and the estate of her late husband,
Robert, to consign their paintings to Soth-

eby's. The Sculls had been through an acrimo-
nious divorce, the paintings had been divided

after much litigation, and each side was so hostile to the other
that it took a miracle of diplomacy ro ger them both under
Sotheby's roof. The sale was a whopping success and helped
to give Sotheby's the upper hand in the intensifying competi-
tion for recent art. Lucy set out aggressively after other im-
portant paintings, and more often than not she got them. ..I

know what's out there," she says. "I krrow what's in these col-
lections-all of them. And I have a sixth sense for what's go-

ing to happen. I'm asrounded how often
I'm absolutely right. The secrer is being
able to anticipare. David and I both feel
that that is the key to our business." Lar-
ry Gagosian, a New York art dealer,
says, "Whenever I'm told that Lucy is in
L.A., I have this gnawing feeling that
I'm in the wrong town."

Ah*llqi:h:r':#
brought $93,500, a starrling price at that
time. "I think that really grabbed the at-
tention of the contemporary art world,"
she says. "And changed the rules of the
game. Nobody had ever rhought rhar
such a recent work could do so well at auc-
tion." Since then prices have gone
through the roof. Last November aJapa-
nese collector paid 920.68 million ar Sorh-
eby's for Willem de Kooning's lg55 Inter-
change. ('Ihe Japanese seem to be broad-
ening their field of vision ro include con-
temporary (Texl corttinued on page 175)

Lucy at Sotheby's,
aboue, with a Jasper
Johns. Iel; With
Josephine. Below: A
family portrait at
Horsefly Farm. Bottom
right: A lgth-century
painting of an
Englishman and his
Indian servant on a

camel, by C. H.
Wittenbrtry. Bottom
bft: Lucy auctioning
a Morris Louis.
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T..rt. o TRI.E. cALnoRNrA, rs

J lo.ut.d somewhe rc betwee n

the moon and the end of the earth.
Or so it seems driving through the
surreal high desert terrain of
rocks, rubble, and, it is said, rattle-
snakes. Although the lrish rock
group U2 immortalized the tiny
community of 2,580 and the tor-
tured cactus from which it takes its
name on their 1987 G'rammy
Award-winning album (entitled,
appropriately enough, The Joshua
Tree),for the average passerby this
is one landscape that most defi-
nitely'does not inspire song.

Josh Schweitzer feels different-
ly. With his long drop earring, bo-
hemian sense of fashion, and
curious haircut (very long on top,
very short on the sides and back), the 37-year-old architect is

the picture of hip L.A. In other words, he, like Bono and the
boys in the U2 band, finds the desert's existential splendor in-
spiring. As do Susan Feniger, Gai Gherardi, Barbara
McReynolds, Mary Sue Milliken, and Rhonda Saboff-five
women who with Schweitzer form a sort of California-style
New Age family.

In 1984, after the six Iiiends had come together around
two highly successful professional v6n1u1s5-1.A. Eyeworks
and City Ps562u12n1-they began making regular forays, en

famille, to the desert. As time passed and the weekendjaunts
increased in frequency and duration, it seemed only natural
to seek more dependable and aesthetically appropriate ac-

commodations in a communal house. So three years ago the
group pooled its resources, bought ten acres of land, and
Schweitzer sat down at his drafting board in Hollywood to de-
sign what he and his friends decided to call a "monument to
ourselves and to our own personal pleasure."

From a distance it appears like some otherworldly architec-
tural mirage-three proud little pavilions huddled together
on a craggy shelf between a mountain of boulders and a dust-
bin of a valley. fhe arresting image-is it a winsome garden
folly or a menacing UFO?-is made all the more riveting by
its vivid palette, allegedly drawn from nature: blue for sky,
orange for sunset, and green for lichen. The intense colors
heighten the already dramatic effect of the taut tripartite as-

semblage rising so defiantly above the rocks. The final curios-
ity is the medley of erratic and irregular cutouts for window
and door openings that appear to follow no established logic.
"I wanted to create a sense of shelter without enclosure," ex-

plains Schweitzer. "When you're inside the house, you're
meant to feel as if you're inside a cave in the rocks. The win-
dows and doors are the crevices that fiame the view."

It's a peculiar idea. But then it's a peculiar house. Which
seems altogether fitting. After all, shouldn't a house be
unique? Like the family it shelters. a
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"When you're inside, /ou should feel as if you're outside"
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^..\ N THE OUTSIDE. IT LOOKS LIKE SOME-
(Jthing from a storybook: a wood-shin-
gled cottage covered with wisteria and
bougainvillea. On the inside, however, the
fairy tale takes a few twists and turns. In-
stead of a hand-stitched sampler, you're
greeted in the entry by portraits of Elvis.
Sofas and chairs that might have come
from Granny's attic are covered in prints
that would have raised Granny's eyebrows.
In the kitchen, none of the doorknobs or
drawer pulls match, and it looks as if some-

one's jewelry got stuck in the tiled floor
while the grout was still wet. This is Home,
Sweet Home with an edge.

Which is entirely appropriate when you
consider its owners. She is Belinda Carlisle,
former lead singer for the Go-Go's, the de-
finitive girl group of the eighties, and now a

successful solo performer; her latest al-
bum, Runaway Horses, has gone platinum.
He is Morgan Mason, who, growing up in
Europe and Hollywood as the son ofJames
and Pamela Mason, has had "every.lob you

can have in the movie business," from child
actor to assistant director, and who was a pro-
ducer of the hit film Sex, Lies, andVideotape.

And this cottage, nestled in one of the can- Che.ubs in a trompe l'oeil frame, aboue,

yons of Los Angeles, is their dream house. were painted directly on.the dining room

rhe couple spotted the cottage.from their iii,'l;'.H,"r*i}::*'#jl*llio "caroneafternoonanddrovepastiteveryday stand"ing lamp on skateboard wheels by
lbr a year. "I knew this was the house we had Brian Murphy, and another Mortimer

to have," recalls Carlisle, but it took some wall Painting overlooks a Victorian love

time fbr them to persuade the owner to sell. seat' Below: carlisle's latest album'

Meanwhile, they had seen and admired the work of BAM Con-

struction & Design, the Santa Monica firm whose founder, Bri-
an Murphy, is known for his imaginative pairings of unlikely
materials and objects. When the deal was finally closed, Carlisle

and Mason asked Murphy to help with the house.

Help was what it needed. The cottage, which was built in 1937

by actress Carole Lombard and which ultimately served as the

scene of her clandestine courtship with Clark Gable, had cer-

tainly seen better days. The kitchen, Carlisle says, was

"really scary, like somethingoutof Thz PostmanAlu;ay

Rings Twbe." You could see the foundat-ions of the house

through is floorboards, and the amenities consisted of a

microwave oven, a hot plate, and a hornet's nest.

After making the house a bit more habitable, Murphy
set about making it fun. He had a fair amount of leeway

in this, since the lady of the house was going for a look that
she describes as "Alice in Wonderland on LSD." Murphy
transformed the kitchen from fright to fantasy, adding a
third skylight to the exposed ceiling structure, installing
conventional cabinets but subverting them with those mis-

matched knobs and pulls, and, with tile artist Linda Beau-
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mont, designing a floor of granite pavers inlaid with a mosaic <lf

crrlorful tile fragments, pottery shards, and anything else that

happened to fall in, including some of Carlisle's oldjewelry. "lt
sort of looks like a scavenger hunt," observes Murphy.

Furnishing the house was a group e{'lbrt' 'fhe nir.reteenth-

century sleigh bcd in the living roorrr bclonged to Mason's fa-

ther and grandfather. A pair of armchairs that Carlisle found

in a seconclhand store turned out to have been designed by

Paul Frankl. Carlisle, a thrift shop and flea market addict,

loves the idea of "taking something that's a nightmare and

making it nice"-which isjust what Murphy did when he cov-

ered the sofas and chairs in zebra stripes or giant r()ses ()r

made tables out of eucalyptus tree stunrPS.

ln her clays as a Go-Go, Carlisle lived in a succession of
houses that might politely.be described as colorful, while Ma-

son spent nrany years living out of suitcases, once ir-rstalling

himself for a year at the.Jefferson Hotel when he served ir.r the

unlikely post cr1'deputy chief of protocol in the Reagan ad-

rninistration. Now, alth<lugh the two travel f requently-she's

crn a worl<l tour; he's promoting his latest movie, No SecreLs-

they value their time at home with their five dogs and Afri-
can gray Parrot, Hunrbert Humbert, named for the charac-

ter in Lolita who provided Mason's f ather with one of his

{inest screen roles. While Carlisle hopes that one day they

canjust get away from it all and move to Fiurope to lead a "to-

tally bohemian existence," they arett't exactly languishing

in suburbia. Above the slightly zany clutter of their kit-
chen/family roonl, a high-tech "media center" hangs fiom
the ceiling, its television screen flickering with the black and

wlrite images of a movie. Aptly enough,it's La Dolce Vita. )
Editor: JoYce MacRae

The kitchen, aboue, has a witdly Patterned tile backsplash,

an exposed skylit ceiling structure, and a mosaic floor that
incorporates Carole Lombard's footprints, Wosite, and,
opposite aboue left, bits of china, tile, and jewelry. Opposite

iboue right: The family room contains a fanciful mixture
of furnishings, including glass-topped eucalyptus stumps'

Opposite below right: A large cow from-Richard Mulligan
in Los Angeles graces the front yard of the cottage'
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Out of Bounds
Designer Peter Wooster disregards the conventions of rural gentility on
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his Connecticut compound. By Mac Griswold Photographs by Lizzie Himmel
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T DON'T CONSIDER MY GARDEN A SUCCESS UNLESS IT GROSSES

I somebody our," says Peter Wooster, surveying his kitchen-
garden-size rectangle fenced with gray pickets. His neighbors
in northwest Connecticut, masters of the pink and blue En-
glish school of horticulture, wouldn't set foor in the place for
two years after he started his project. "It's coming along,"
they'd say carefully, one hand firmly on the garden gare to re-
strain themselves from any contact with the chaos within. For
Wooster, the designer of such seductively low-key environ-
ments as the New York restaurant Orso, making a garden was
a new venture. But in this day of totally available professional
advice on garden design, he never read a book, ignored all
the rules-"What rules?"-and laid our the plot himself with
strings and pegs. He learned to grow the regulation lilies,
roses, phlox, and yarrow, but with them he plants things most
gardeners love to hate: orange and nearly black cannas, love-
Iies-bleeding with its long maroon chenille strings, fleshy-
crested cockscombs. Conventional rules were something he'd
learned to mistrust in a checkered educational career-ten
schools before Pratt Institute.

But Wooster is not an innocent savage, nor does he play at
being one. He is funny, sophisticated, sardonic, wistful, impa-
tient, and a wary guardian of his own impulsive eye. He was
raised in upstate New York, near Albany, that part of the
United States where good junk collectors go when they die.
For twenty years he has amassed wonderful worn-out things,
putting them together in collagelike arrangemenrs all over
the windowsills, shelves, and ledges of his house. Hundreds
of birds' eggs sit on tufts of hot pink cotton in the drawers of
two handsome collector's cabinets; a black and gold chest is
heavy with old tools-fifty different kinds ofjigsaw blades,
massive leather punches, and honey-colored folding carpen-
ter's rules. The bedrooms are furnished with gorgeous and
hilarious secondhand items. He drives a lg67 Morris Minor.
Twenty years later, now that the rest of us have learned to
love flaking paint, threadbare nineteenth-century American
blankets, Bakelite, and rust, Wooster has moved outdoors to
do something new in the garden.

He says, "I wanted to be inside the garden-not looking at
the border from the other side of the lawn." This seems ordi-
nary enough until we discover, slaves of perspective that we
are, how hard it is to make a garden that doesn't lead to an
eye-catcher or present a view. Inside, in Wooster's case,
means being surrounded by a forest of unevenly sized verti-
cals-standards writhing with Hall's honeysuckle or clematis,
birdhouses, a weather vane, a stand of sunflowers-none of
which is the focal point of the plan. Along with four 'skyrock-
et'junipers, tall bundles ofgrasses, and a few large shrubs or
small trees, these oddball uprights add height, color, and a
sense of shelter, but without making a pattern.

Nor does Wooster's garden tell a story, in the sense of a

carefully planned succession of garden spaces. There is no
"right" way to go round; the only narrative is that the beds are
named A, B, C, D, E, and F. The roughly similar oblongs ser in
a grid of wide grass paths are meant to be seen simultaneous-
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ly: over, through, and beyond each other. Granted, a flock of
Adirondack chairs has migrated to the middle of the garden
where a dilapidated shingled parasol, the remains of a gazebo

scavenged from a nearby turn-of-the-century garden, marks

the center, but the real story is the gigantic and well-grown
display of plants. They fill the beds and the Bold Border, a
collision of brilliant colors and huge leaves-giant hogweed,

castor bean, elephant's ear. There are no linear waves or care-
fully orchestrated drifts. "The point is to have one of every-
thing," Wooster says happily, "though occasionally we do
have three." In theory this may be true, but it's a theory shout-
ed down by the vivid counterpointof plants that habitually re-

seed themselves: Nicotiana syluestris, all kinds of thalictrums,
violas, and the pink and cream plumes of Saluia sclarea turkes-

tanica, among many others.
Why do so many plants reseed here; why does the tempera-

mental crocosmia grow ro five feet? First of all, for a dozen
years the previous occupant of the cottage threw all the ma-
nure three cows could produce into his vegetable garden, to-
day the site of this wild green menagerie. Second, good things
that sprout get a chance because Wooster has learned the dif-
ference between a seedling and a weed. He has also engaged
Gary Keim, a graduate of Longwood Gardens'two-year pro-
fessional gardeners training program, to come three days a

week. Wooster and Keim egg each other on-their current
projects include putting everything they grow on a computer
list and starting 150 kinds of plants from seed.

Outside the garden a fifteen-acre mown field widens to a

pond. It reflects what feels like one of the biggest expanses of
sky in Connecticut, where so much is closed in by second-

growth timber. Visible from the garden is a little red shack,

once the bedroom of the three cows. So small the cows must
have had to turn over all atonce, it measures only ten by twen-
ty feet and has now been renamed the Thunder House. It is
Wooster's summer palace, where he sleeps from May to No-
vember, where thunder rattles the roof and rains sweep

through the wide-open (but screened) end, which looks out at
both garden and field. The bed is at the snug end where three
tiny glass windows keep out the weather and the wind-very

\Vooster's "Russian constructivist rowboat-it's painted red,
cream, and black," aboae, waits by the pond. Aboae right: The
florid scale of the grass Mtscontluu saccharifonu, at right,
is balanced by orange cannas and red hibiscus in the
background. In front, a flood of pink phlox, three kinds of
aste$, and the white- and red-flowered annual flax Linwn
grand,ifurum 'Bright Eyes'. Right: ln early summer, the
varied verticals of grasses, cedars, and birdhouses can be seen

over the Bold Border in the foreground where the hay-
scented fern Dmnstatdtia punctilobula begins to cover the wall,
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important in a house lit only by candlelight. No phone, no
TV, but no Boy Scout would be happy here-it's too comfort-
able. All garden follies invoke the idea of playing house; the
extraordinary pleasure of the Thunder House is that it's a

place where a grown-up or two can play house for real. The
minute you walk in, you're struck with envy, wanting the ro-
mance of a Thunder House all your very ewn. (Wooster in-
sists the name is patented.)

He has designed and built another version of the same

thing, known simply as the barn, far away on the other side of
a ridge. "The object was to create something that had always

been there, abandoned in the woods," he says. He began with
the chestnut framing of a small storage barn and went on to
assemble siding, flooring, windows, and an Eastlake door, in
what must be his biggest collage to date.

An observant friend once remarked that Wooster's Brook-
lyn apartment is aJoseph Cornell, a box full of boxes and sur-

prises, all arranged with something of that artist's enigmatic
allusiveness. Here in Roxbury, after you see the birds'eggs,
you begin to notice the birds'nests. They are perched all over

the Thunder House, the barn, and the cottage, made of
straw, string, tinfoil, hair-the usual bird salvage. Boxes, con-

tainers-as well as the garden-all the nests that Peter Woos-

ter makes to play around in until it's time to go to sleep

in the red cow shed now become, as the poet Octavio Paz

once wrote of a work of Cornell's, a "hotel of crickets and

constellations." I Editor: Jacqueline Gonnet
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T T'S SPRING ON NANTUCKET AND THE FIRST BLUSH OF COL.
I or has come to the island. Daffodils spill like sunlighr across
her low flat expanse. Shutters shine with fresh paint. There's
a quickening on Main Street: shopkeepers take down those
signs, pinned all winter to locked doors, that read sEE you IN
MAyt And among the ranks of the Main Street mansions one
house in particular is in fine form for the season.

A flag flies from the white clapboard faEade, and its front
door is distinguished by a gleaming silver handle, once a sign
of affluence among prosperous sea captains. In back, rose
vines have begun their slow pink creep across the weathered
shingles so common on Nantucket.

When the owners of the house bought it eight years ago,
they turned directly to decoraror Robert Denning of Den-
ning & Fourcade. He had worked with them over the course
of two decades on other projects, and he, the clients knew,
would help them make a "huppy, colorful" place to garher
family and friends, one that respected the house's rarher au-
gust heritage but also accommodated easy summer living.

One year later Denning had accomplished just thar. ,,We

work well together in part because none ofus pretends to be a

ln the entry hall, opposite aboae, floral swags and a ceiling lined
with a Brunschwig & Fils stripe create a lighthearted setting
for the room's late l8th century furnishings. The c. 1840
portrait is by Joseph Whiting Stock. Opposite below: Decorator
Robert Denning carried the swags and stripes into the living
room where antiques true to Nantucket,s past--{hinese export

perfectionist," he says, laughing. "If a decision we make to-
gether seems right, and we agree, then that's perfect enough
for us. But we're also not afraid to change our minds well af-
ter others might think a decision is cast in stone."

He cites the wood trim throughout much of the house,
painted shades of blue that shift subtly from room to room:
the kitchen and its hallway tend toward lavender, the dining
room falls somewhere between aqua and robin's egg, and the
trim in the canopy bedroom is so soft that its paleness merely
suggests blue. "It took some trial and error," says Denning.
"Sometimes we starred with white paint, then tried yellow,
and finally wound up going with blue."

Today the house stands as a two and a half story testimony
to Denning's unerring sense of appropriate design. Furnish-
ings and decorarive details chosen with an eye ro rhe island,s
past rest so comfortably in its restored interior that a nine-
teenth-century Nantucket native could wander in without ex-
periencing culture shock. Built in 1807 at the height of the
island's federal period, the house belonged to Captain
Thomas Paddack, who, like his neighbors on Main Street,
made his living voyaging around Cape Horn and into the pa-

porcelain, Chippendale tea tables, a Regency rdcamier, and a
hand-stitched rug-join a collecrion of lgth-century primitive
paintings. The camelback sofa is covered in a Scalamandr€ fabric.
The curtains are made of lace from E. C. Carter. Aboae: In a corner
of the dining room a suite of l930s cane furniture surrounds
a table where morning coffee is served. Details see Resources.
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An early Nantucket native could enter the house today without experiencing
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cific hunting whales. Once an outpost of simple Quaker puri-
ty, the face of Nantucket was changed when its port boomed.
Ships arrived bearing whale oil as well as loads of exotica, and
soon the ladies of the house were serving tea in Chinese ex-
port teacups, wearing corsets rigid with scrimshaw busks, and
dressing beds with Irish linen.

Denning, in concert with his clients, scoured auction
houses and thrift shops to achieve a mix of fine antiques, ver-
nacular Yankee-crafted furniture, oriental decorative arts,
and nautical flourishes fit for a stately Nantucket manse. But
the house's strongest feature is the art on the walls, part of the
owner's collection of American primitive paintings that
hangs in nearly every room. The couple favors simple stern
portraits by nineteenth-century itinerant artists such as

Ammi Phillips andJoseph Whiting Stock. A fine example of
Stock's work hangs behind the camelback sofa in the living
room. Depicted are a brother and sister in their Sunday best,

and though they stiffly pose in a formal parlor, their faces are
flushed with high color, as if they had just run in from a

morning on Cisco beach.

Since little structural work was required Denning could
concentrate on what he calls the "finer details." In the kitch-
en, the foot-wide pine floorboards were painted with oversize
black and white squares, and the walls were lined with golden-

colored matchboard paneling. The old brick hearth is

stacked with birch logs, lit these days to warm the breakfast
room in winter. Just beyond the kitchen, the formal dining
room was made less so when its walls were covered with a
warm floral fabric imprinted with oriental figures bearing
parasols. One end of the long room is given over to a pair of
1930s cane chairs and a sofa set around a tea table. "This is

where we have neighbors in for coffee in the mornings," says

the hostess of the house. "Nantucket is a sociable place."
The house is sociable, too. The cane sofa's ample cushions

invite you to settle in fast and deep, and once you do, you real-
ize there's a recess in its arm to hold a glass of something tall
and cold. Next to the beds upstairs are low tables set with crys-

tal decanters and drinking glasses and, if you're in luck, a

plate of cookies. But most sociable of all are the benches by the
front door where, under the flap of their flag, the couple likes
to sit and watch the world walk by. ) Editor: Jacqueline Gonnet

A N"rn England maple canopy bed, c. 1800, aDoua, dominates
a bedroom papered in a reproduction lSth-century print and
border from Scalamandr6. Sweaters for cool Nantucket nights are
piled on a Queen Anne-style walnut chairback bench. Oppositt:
A pair of flounced slipper chairs, Currier & Ives prints,
and a pictorial hooked rug entitled Homtward Bozrd surround
federal-style beds with acorn finials in another bedroom.
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AH YES. (}OING-I'O ]'HE COUN'TRY WHERE

the water tastes like wine. Sounds so simple,
but it rarely is. "Do come down to the
beach," friends will say. You imagine your-
self o{f to a shack by the sea which, at best,

will be like something in Malibu. But no, it is

Green Acres time in the Cashamptons,
where the bul'falo mozzarella groans.
"We'll meet you at the train; we drive
a jeep," your hosts might say. The jeep
arrives and it is a $50,000 Range Rover
with leather jump seats and a CD player.
"Do vou ride? Well, then, you must come

racing," pals from a differ-
ent direction might sug-

gest. You pack your
breeches or bring
along your bike, but

De trop is de rigueur

of the rich and famous

By William Norwich

DRAWITGS BY DAVID CROLAiID

summer spot for cereal heiress Marjorie
Merriweather Post, or fishing in splendor
with the Engelhard family in Canada. And
when Alfred Taubman asks if you shoot,
the shopping mall magnate doesn't mean
pool. He means bagging birds, preferably
with titled guns abroad.

Duck if you crave rest and some hostess

asks you to a "small dinner" in the country.
A small dinner is a euphemism for a con-
vergence of overly dressed city people
amid an enormous expanse of mechanical-
ly watered lawns. "Small," you will come to
see, refers to the number of musicians in
the orchestra hired to blast forth such sum-
mer classics as 'Jeremiah Was a Bullfrog"
at least seven times be{bre dessert hits the
chintz-covered table and you are free to

T

Marylou Whitney meant the turf at

Saratoga, and all you need are a pair of
field glasses and a dinnerjacket.

American-style country babble be-
gan in Newport. "Come down to
my cottage," meant, say, a week

with Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish in an

"motor" home. America's more established families put great
effbrt into downplaying the elaborate state of their sanctuar-

ies in the midst of nature. Decorator Mario Buatta remem-
bers the time he was asked by a banking couple who had just
acquired a grand house in Southampton: "Can you give us

the'poor look'?" Buatta passed on thejob. As Nelson Aldrich
explains in his book Old Monq, "The task undertaken by the

Old Money curriculum is to teach beneficiaries how to manage

envy, not merely to arouse it."
The Kennedy compound, for instance,

might surprise the unini-
tiated. The houses are

rather simply decorated-
the luxe is in the history of

the place and the framed
photographs. Creature com-

fbrts are more evident atJac-
queline Kennedy Onassis's

place on Martha's Vine-
yard, but it is still a beach

house and not a Petit
Trianon.' Jackie who?" the

posh natives in the hunt country
of Far Hills, NewJersey, will say to

confuse a day-tripper wondering
where their neighbor Mrs. Onassis
lives. A questioner will fare no better
in Middleburgh, Virginia, where

o
I

u m pteen -roo m palazz<> whe re
'r.rr.,. dinner partner might

Now

well be a monkey
passing for a prince
', as in Mrs. Fish's day,

one goes doun t<> the country
and up to the city, and there

\ are other subtleties of phrase
Bucklry one need decode. The sure

sign <ll'a nouveau st>cial sort is
asking s()meone down to Palm Beach. The

i Olcl Guard will inl'ite you t<l Fl<lrida because it
is recltrndant to say Palm Beach. Where else is

ere, except Hobe Sound, which shares the

same airport? I-he coding is similar when one
menti()ns Maine. lt means Northeast Har-

per Saint Regis Lake in the Adirondacks, once the

Carolyne Roehm

a

at the weekend retreats

!,.

b<lr, and once there, "lunch at
Br<xrke's" doesn't indicate a snack at

a chain drugstrlre. lt is a meal over-
F= looking a .f apanese-inspired garden

with Mrs. Vincent Astor.
An invitatir)n to camp might mean

& .,F
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Mrs. O. rides to hounds and stays near Paul and Bunny Mel-
lon's estate. That is another preserve of understatement. Fly-
ing there in the family's privatejet is simple fare until lights go
on in a field in the middle of nowhere and ir rurns out to be the
Mellon landing strip.

"Oh, come for a quiet litrle weekend in the counrry-
you can just fly right in," the pharmaceuticals heiress Eliza-
beth Ross.fohnson will tell friends. Libbet, as she is called,

has a place on some-
thing like 2,000 acres in
Millbrook. New York,
where most people are
desperate for 20 acres.
Her property has its
own landing strip, too.
Hollywood film pro-
ducer Joel Silver-la-
thal Weapon and Lethal
Weapon 2-thinks noth-
ing oI l-lying on Fri-
day from L.A. for a few
days at his Frank Lloyd
Wright plantation in the

Princess Caroliru

son," decorator Richard Himmel
told Leslie Wexner when the ty-
coon went shopping for some-
thing big in Vail. Peter Marino
encourages his clients similarly.
He is now installing a giant
aquarium in the living room
o{'Ronald and Clau
Perelman's Palm Beach
retreat on Raider Row.
Tycoons of all stripes are
consumed by this spirit of
space possession. Consider the
rock star Prince and his lriend Kim
Basinger. She recently bought herself
a town in Georgia. He dwells and dwells
in a complex of studios and soundstages
outside Minneapolis. Prince calls his estate Dauiil Bouie
Paisley Park, and it is mostly purple. MickJagger "

alternates summer stays at his chiteau in the
Loire Valley (where neighbors reporr seeing Jagger's head
pass above their hedges as hejogs backward, which is good
fbr the rock-star derridre) and his place on Mustique, a string
of pavilions and covered walkways designed byJedJohnson
and Alan Wanzenberg. Distance can lend enchantment to a
stay in the country. When Steve and Courtney Ross leave
their retreat in East Hampton, they are likely to hop some-

where farther afield, fully packed, along with an expert ro
explain foreign sights. For a trip to Turkey last summer

with Barbra Streisand, the Rosses included an archaeolo-
gist in their parry. Pat Buckley, on rhe other hand,
doesn't venture far from Manhattan. Her escape is a pink

house on Long lsland Sound in Stamford, Connecticut,
where she can tend to her rose garden wearing a bikini.
Perhaps the ultimate beyond-nature couple is Henry and

Carolyne Roehm Kravis. Besides a grand chalet in Vail with a
seventeenth-century French hearth, they have a Japanese-
style house on the bay in Southampton which they trans-
formed into a series of air-tight, sand-free chambers. Fashion
designer Carolyne chose ro be photographed in the portu-
guese tile-lined living room for one of her dressy ads, but she
and her husband prefer their Connecticut farm where she
rides in an indoor manege and drives a rracror. The Kravises'
Labrador retriever at the farm is called Nabisco. Guess why?

The point is, when certain people say, "We go away on
weekends," they are not Walden Pond bound. ll

Jack Nicholsmt

Deep South. In Texas, Oscar and Lynn Wyatt use a private
helicopter to take guests on coyote-hunting jaunts. In Saint
Moritz, Princess Caroline of Monaco and her husband, Stefa-
no Casiraghi, bought a helicopter because the best snow was
higher up in the Alps.

With or without the latest technology, mountain hideaways
are favored by the high-profile recluse. David Bowie never
ventures into so-called society from his retreat in Gstaad.
Bowie's houseguests must content themselves with a state-of-
the-art electronics system. Jack Nicholson feeds friends a line
about his simple place in Aspen. To hear him describe it, it is
just a heigh-ho shelter for ski boots and snow
bunnies. The walls, however, are
laden with Chagalls and Picas-

sos. Well, Aspen is like that.
Prince Bandar bin Sultan
will soon be invitin
guests to his one-
h<luse in the A
woods. Prince Bart-
dar doesn't live on
a one-acre lot.
The house itself
takes up an acre.
So far, Prince Ban-
dar hasn't asked
Mario Buatta to
him the poor look.

It may go unspoken, but the
upper crust likes its slice of
country pie big. "You
are not a normal per-

Jacqueline Onassis
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/-t AN A BUILDING BE BOTH CLASSICAL AND MODERN AT THE

U ru-. time? For hundreds of years that was thought to be

possible. Even the neoclassical architects of the eighteenth
century believed they were working in a contemporary idiom
rather than trying to re-create the ancient past. And for those

who have looked beyond the misinformed notion that mod-
ern architecture completely dispensed with more than two

thousand years of architectural history, it has long been

known that the classical tradition played an important part in
some of the most radical buildings of this century. In his in-
fluential 1947 essay "The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa," the

English architectural scholar Colin Rowe pointed out the
striking similarities between the neoclassical country houses

of the late Renaissance architect Andrea Palladio and the
modernist villas of Le Corbusier. Although the columns, ped-
iments, and domes of Palladio were not used by Le Corbusier
in his severe machinelike houses, he did employ the same sys-

tem of classical proportions, giving his buildings a timeless-

ness and repose without resorting to historical detailing. Le
Corbusier, who was much more concerned with the essence

of classicism than with its superficial symbols, delved deeper
into its true nature than current copyists who consider them-
selves the guardians ofthat great heritage.

Among contemporary American architects, none has re-
mained more unapologetically faithful to the principles of Le
Corbusier than Richard Meier. But Meier's designs, especial-

ly his houses, have always been more American than Europe-
an, however much they might recall those of his Swiss-French
hero. In the way it relates to the classical tradition as it has de-
veloped here since colonial times, Meier's latest country
house seems particularly American rather than Mediterra-
nean in the manner of Le Corbusier's villas, which respond to
a very different landscape. Like that of the great early mod-
ern master, Meier's implicit classicism is more powerful for
being less specific and more subtle for being less literal.

Approached along a wooded road in a rural section of
northern New Jersey, the Grotta house is first glimpsed as a

gleaming white apparition on the brow of a grassy terraced
hillside backed by trees. With its graceful bowed faEade and
outstretched wings, this is a virtual diagram of an American
Palladian country house, fansformed for the late twentieth
century but basically recognizable as the same symmetrical
axial scheme with a curving centerpiece and low pavilions
popularized around 1800 by the architects Charles Bulfinch
and Benjamin Latrobe. Yet as one draws nearer, there is no
question that this uncompromisingly modern vision of coun-

The Grotta house in northern New Jersey is oriented like a

precision instrument around the four points of the compass.
The east-west axis leads from the chimney at the center of the
curving east front, aboae cenler, to the bridge bisecting the west
faqade, aboae bft,T\e north-south axis is defined by the covered
walkway arcade extending from the north-facing garage to the
front door, right, arnd moving along an imaginary line toward
the single freestanding arch on the south side of the house,
aboae right. Precedi,ng pages.' The house, seen from the front,
is sensitively sited on the terraced slope of a wooded ridge.
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try life must be the work of
Richard Meier, who is al-
most alone today in his abili-
ty to carry off this level of
perfect precision both in the
whole and all of its parts.

This is the sixteenth
house Meier has designed,
and in it he continues to em-
ploy recurrent themes, but
some of them reappear with
significant new twists. For
example, there is the char-
acteristic way in which he
sites a house in relation to its

view. In several of his early
houses of the sixties and
seventies, Meier made the
actual front into the verita-
ble back. Entered via a nar-
row bridge from a hillside
arrival point, those houses

had almost anonymous en-
try faqades played down in telling contrast to the spectacular
faEades looking out over the principal vistas, in the American
picturesque radition. At the Grotta house, there is a similar
configuration. The bridge bisecting the west faEade is not, af-
ter all, the front door but merely a rear exit. As Meier notes,
"We've finally put the back in the back."

On arrival, one is led from the detached two-car garage to

the front door along a covered porcelain-enamel paneled
walkway arcade that extends out from the middle of the
house like the colonnaded wing of a classical villa. Originally
there was to have been a symmetrical pair of arcades flanking
the pivotal cylindrical volume to emphasize the north-south
axis as strongly as the east-west alignment between the chim-
ney and the hillside bridge. Meier revised his initial scheme to

eliminate the south arcade and decided instead to erect a sin-

gle freestanding arch at the farthest extent of where that twin
wing would have reached; the rest of it is now only suggested

when the entire composition is read as a whole. This ghost
wing, as it were, gives a more intriguing aspect to the design,
allowing the eye to complete what is not there, a favorite idea

of the early modernists.
Despite such sophisticated games, the Grotta house is firm-

ly grounded in reality by very solid geometry, declared with
unusual clarity even for Meier and reemphasized by contrast-
ing exterior materials and colors. The circle and the square-
or cylinder and cube-are the primary forms the architect
uses here, yet as always he overlaps, cuts into, and rotates
them to give them greater spatial complexity and visual sur-
prise. The focal volume of the house-the two-story glass and

porcelain-enamel paneled drum enclosing the typical Meier
double-height living room-is set off on the east front over-
Iooking the great lawn by a single-story gray porcelain-enam-

el paneled cube enclosing a

more intimate sitting room.
The contrasting cube motif
is expressed again in an in-
teresting variation on the
opposite side of the house.

There the west fagade is
composed of two equal
squares of gray concrete
block, identical save for the
placement of windows and
inserts of glass block. Slicing
between those twin squares

is a white-paneled catwalk
connecting the wooded hill-
side with a door on the sec-

ond floor ofthe house. That
elevation possesses an aus-

terely elegant minimalism
so convincing that one wish-
es Meier would take that
low-key approach even fur-
ther in the future.

The owners-Louis Grotta, a childhood friend of the ar-
chitect, and his wife, Sandra, an interior designer-have as-

sembled a first-rate survey of crafts by most of the leading
American masters of the postwar period (basket makersJohn
McQueen and Ed Rossbach, ceramists Karen Karnes, To-
shiko Takaezu, Robert Turner, Peter Voulkos, Beatrice
Wood, and William Wyman, furniture makersJoyce and Ed-

gar Anderson, fiber artists Sheila Hicks, Kay Sekimachi, and
the Canadian Mariette Rousseau-Vermette) and their Euro-
pean counterparts (Hans Coper, Lucie Rie, Hans Wegner,
and Tapio Wirkkala). Those rough-hewn, earth-toned ob-
jects are strikingly effective against the pristine white surfaces
by Meier, who consulted closely with the clients in designing
the house to display their collection. This is one of the archi-
tect's simplest houses but also one of his most accessible and
appealing. If the Grotta house lacks the staggering excite-
ment of Meier's vertiginous Douglas house perched high
above Lake Michigan or the sprawling splendor of the house

in Old Westbury, New York, it also provides a calmer view of
country life than those famous antecedents. Meier is one of
the few architects of international reputation who, having
moved up to buildings on the civic scale, continues to design
houses as a matter of principle. Architects inevitably find that
the amount of care required to produce a house of this quality
cannot be rewarding in any sense but artistically. And at that
Richard Meier, solitary traveler on a narrow but ever-extend-
ing pathway, has succeeded once again. I

Richard Meier in a portrait by Hiro, aboae. Opposite aboue:

Wood bowls by Bob Stocksdale, Del Stubbs, and Tapio Wirkkala
along a ledge in the master bedroom overlooking the two-
story-high living room. Opposite behw: In the kitchen, walnut
stools by Joyce and Edgar Anderson, teapots by crafts ceramists.
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HEN I WAS A CHILD FOR'IY YEARS AGO, W},

always summered in northern Michigan
because the doctor had declared that my
sister suffered f}om rose fever and must
spendJuly and August above the "pollen

zone." As a resultof this mysterious, attractive-sounding mal-
ady (it made me think of Sleeping Beaue), our shamelessly in-
dolent summers were given a rigorous medical excuse.

The odor of wet wool swimsuits and burning wood (we had
a separate wood oven just for baking bread, fed with the dri-
est, neatest kindling), the sound of the lake water lapping it-
self like a sleeping dog, the endless warm days at the beach
and the cool nights around the card table, the nearly mytho-
logical glowing beauty of my father's powerful bow (he
thought hunting deer with guns wasn'r sporting enough), the
dusty kerosene lamps we'd light when a sudden storm would
put the electricity out, the smell of mildew that had worked its
way into the canvas covers grommeted over the speedboat's
weather-beaten leather seats, the icy brook that kept seeping
out over the lawn, the communal dinners once a week at the
country club, the visits to the fish man, who seemed at once
gruesome and pure, a slop bucket beside him filled with hor-
rid eyes and sacs but the fillets he rendered up as clean as lake
water itself-oh, all those memories came crowding back re-
cently when I went to Mackinac Island (pronounced "Macki-
naw"), the goal of a pilgrimage every summer so long ago.

We'd drive up to Mackinaw City, which my mother always
described as the "uppermost point of the lower peninsula,"
and then take the big white ferryboat, throbbing and immac-
ulate in a cloud ofcrying birds, across the straits that connect
Lake Huron and Lake Michigan. The island fascinated me
because its Grand Hotel had the "largest porch of any sum-
mer hotel in the world" (my mother again) and because cars
were banned from it and one had to get around in carriages
or on horseback or bicycles. Mackinac was famous for its
fudge, and the little shopping street nexr ro the harbor, which
looked like the set of a Wild West film, smelled pleasantly of
chocolate and horse manure.

This was a world of massive Victorian "cotrages" built high
on the bluffs, of blond women who looked like the becalmed
beauties in Breck ads, who wore madras shirts and silver bar-
rettes, and whose strongest expletive was "Oh, golly." This
was a place of picnics out of wicker hampers, o[ croquet
games on mint-sauce lawns, of carriage rides through sun-
baked fields and on into birch and pine forests as cool as a

Gothic cathedral in August, a place where lilac trees grew by
the water and the woods were carpeted with lady's slippers
and laburnum. I was terrified this world would have been
paved over, motorized, franchised, and subdivided or, worse,
that it had never been as intoxicating as I'd imagined.

My doubts were immediately banished. I quickly saw rhar
Mackinac Island remains one of the last great Vicrorian re-
sorts in America, a smaller-and purer-version of Martha's
Vineyard or Kennebunkport. And unlike its East Coast big
sisters, Mackinac is never shabbily genteel or oppressively
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gentile. It is naively content with its wealth, its wholesome-
ness, and its century-old rituals.

The island is less than nine miles around. It's served by fer-
ryboats that come up from Mackinaw City or down from
Saint Ignace, although small jets and private planes also land
on its airstrip, and scores of private yachts and sailboats dock
at its port after the annual races from Chicago and Port Hu-
ron. There may be plenty of activities for the young and ener-
getic, everything from golf on two nine-hole courses to sailing
and horseback riding, but the real specialty of the place is ele-

gant laziness, which may express itself best in a carriage ride
to inspect the curiosities-the British Landing, where En-
glish troops gained access to the island in the War of 1812, the
Devil's Kitchen (a cave), and other natural wonders such as

Wishing Spring, Lover's Leap, and Arch Rock.
Of course, the most interesting things to see are the mam-

moth centennial cottages. They are so perfectly preserved
that the island verges on the edge of twee, but the majesty
of the cottages (some have as many as fourteen bedrooms)
warrants the curatorial pride. Pointed and scalloped shin-
gles, painted a blinding white, pick out patterns across the
undulating exteriors, reminding me of the white piqud waist-
coats worn under tails by the rotund Victorian gentlemen
who built these mansions. Many of the cottages have wood-
latticed lunettes set into the stone foundations and de-
signed to draw lake breezes into the basements to cool off the
floors above-the very air that a nineteenth-century doctor

said was so beneficial for "chlerotic girls and puny boys."
There was nothing spartan about the medical regime, how-

ever. Protruding bays and towers contrast with receding
porches and verandas to create an effect of generous com-
fort. Some of the cottages are separated by a lane from their
stables and servants'quarters and, out behind them, their ex-

tensive gardens. People plant lots of annuals to keep the color
going all season. Some brave souls do the gardening them-
selves, but most cottagers have regular help. ln fact, the con-
versation most often revolves around the burning question of
where to find the gardeners, plumbers, electricians, and
maids needed to groom these white elephants.

The microcosm of Mackinac is divided into rather neat cat-

egories: the cottagers ({'ewer than a hundred families, some
of whom go back five generations); the business and service

community, many of whom are of Chippewa descent or
mixed blood and who live here year-round; and the tourists,
who come over for a buggy ride or a week at one of the old

Willo* seats take the sun on the sloping \daterfront lawn of
Corner Cottage, the Musser residence, aboae. Oppositt left, W to
bottom: The bucolic charms of the Straus cottage include a little
red horse barn, a wicker-filled front porch, an informal dining
room on the side porch, and a restored pergola in the garden.
Opposite right, top to bottom: At the Goodwin cottage, a pair of
gliders overlook the Straits of Mackinac; Victoria Bankard-Riel
hitches up for an afternoon surrey ride; the shaded porch of
Eileen Croghan's cottage commands another water view; florist
Don Vanderbrook is surrounded by a forest of wedding flowers.
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hotels, suach as the Islaild House, the Chippewa, the Iroquois,
or, preeminently, the Grand.

Now the lines are beginning ro blur a bit. In the past the cot-
tagers never sold their places. They were unostentatious peo-
ple who liked simple pleasures such as bird-watching and
biking and could most often be found in faded Bermudas and
oltl cashrnere cardigan sweaters, though they might spiff up a
litde fbr ajazz concert at the Grand. Typical of this group is

Lornie Porter, who now lives year-round on the island. She's
active in the book clurb and the Bible study group at Trinity
Episcopal (built in lE82). She and her husband, Bill, receive
friends at big cocktail parties and would be the first to invite
newcomers over for a drink-though they're careful to point
out that the cottagers are anyrhing but a hard-drinking
hunctr. Since thein son, the historian Phil Porter, works at Fort
Ma.ckinac, he rniglat sellcl over its kilted pipers to serenade
their guests. f,orna Strar.rrs, whose parents and grandparents
we re cottagers, is a biology professor at the University of Chi-
cago in the winter-bu'r- in the summer she's an avid horse-
worran and tireless leader of the Mackinac social scene. She
lives with her family in a hc;use built by Charles W. Caskey, an
amazingly rapid wr.rrker (lae put up his own Mackinac cottage
in.just one week).

If Lurnie Porter ancl Lorna Straus represent old Mackinac,
the new tone is beang set by what one old-timer describes as

"high rollers frorn uetroit," scions of that city's "automobili-
ty." I-"ast year one cottage sold for over $ I million and now an-
other is being offered for $2 million. An 87-year-old woman
just solel her East Bl'uff corrage to a building contractor. Bur
the island isn't really in clanger. Some 82 percent of it is under
state protection-N4ackinac was one of the first parks in
America-and ttiis sanctuary will never be overbuilt.

Most islanders are proud of their heritage, and historical
plaques and markers abound. There's Marquette Park,
named afterJacques Marquette, the French priest who estab-
lished a mission here in 167 I . There's a memorial to a Chip-
pewa chief in the Mussers' backyard (the Mussers own the
Grand Hotel); the Indians first used the island as a sacred
burial place and named it Michilimackinac, which means
great turtle, appropriate for a round island in the middle of
the straits. There's the local fort, built by the British during
the American Revolution, surrendered to the Americans in
1796, and briefly recaptured by the Brits in the War of 1812.

On Market Street there's the former headquarters ofJohnJa-
cob Astor's fur company-the place that made Astor the first
American millionaire. By the middle of the nineteenth centu-
ry Mackinac had become a center for fishing, but in the 1880s

the cottages began to be built and tourism arrived in a big way.

In 1886 two local raiiroads and a steamship line joined

Bicycles, horses, and carriages are the only forms of
transportation on the island. Victoria Bankard-Riel owns a

wicker Landau brougham, c. 1895, left. OpPosite, cl,ockwise from
top right: The Musser house on Main Street; Lornie Porter
and six grandchildren; a cottage designed by Charles W.
Caskey, architect of the Grand Hotel; detail of a typically
preserved Victorian cottage; a fountain in the Straus garden.
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forces to construct one of the world's great summer hotels,

the Grand Hotel of Mackinac lsland. The Grand dominates

the straits with its porch, which is twice as long as a football
field and lined with Greek columns of white pine that survey

the Esther Williams Pool (the star made This Time for Keeps

here and came back in 1987 to dedicate the pool). The hotel
was thrown together with great speed by the ever-busy
Charles Caskey in the spring of 1887 for aJuly l0 opening;
the notable first guests included Adolphus Busch, the brewer
from Saint Louis, and the Chicago meat-packers the Ar-
mours and the Swifts. It's still the dressiest spot on the island

during its six-month season. Last summer Dan Musser III-
whose great-uncle bought the hotel in 193 I and who now

manages it himself 
-married 

Missy Christie, and the wed-

ding reception was held at the Grand. Since Missy's great-

grandfather was the chairman of General Motors, the event
represented Michigan at its most characteristic. There were

bridesmaids, bunting, champagne, and a horde of guests

spilling out onto the great porch or invading the fresh cheer-
ful interiors.

The timeless quality of the hotel's public rooms, designed
by Carlton Varney, also made it the perfect setting for the re-

cent Christopher Reeve period fil'm Somewhere in Time. The
film bombed, but the hotel got rave reviews. As well it might.
In fact, after this, my own trip somewhere in time, my raves

go notjust to the Grand but to the whole island.

Correcrs rN NoRTHERN MICHIGAN ARE SELDoM HEATED oR

even insulated, and inJuly the nights are cool enough to re-

quire a light blanket. By the end of August the cool of the
nights would extend into the mornings. After Labor Day

most of the cottagers would drive off to Detroit or Chicago,

leaving behind their big houses. Locked up, their shutters

bolted, they were now the domain of a caretaker who would
keep an eye out for fires or break-ins. Not that there was

much to steal beyond pieces of rickety rattan furniture or the

Chinese checkers board that had lost its marbles or the minia-
ture birch bark tepees in which we'd place cones of pine in-
cense. In early September my sister and I would go blueberry
picking, hoping to see a deer and afraid of meeting a bear.

The sailboats were dry-docked, the frogs had gone mute, and

the wasps had vanished. We'd huddle closer and closer to the

living room fire in the evenings. Then one day our parents
would say we must go home, too. My sister and I knew we'd no

longer be allowed to go barefoot and idle, free to explore the

woods or read endlessly exciting adventure books in absolute

torpor. Every fall we would lose once again our citizenship in
a country without laws. Its motto was, "Do as you please," its

flag was blond and tan, and it floated in the narrow but swift
straits of the imagination. I

Editors: Jacqueline Gonnet andJohn Ryman

From the boardwalk in front of Amelia Musser's garden,
islanders watch a ferryboat depart Mackinac-2,200 acres of pine
forests, mint-sauce lawns, annual gardens, white shingled
cottages, and Main Street hotels surrounded by the deep blue
currents of Lake Huron, Lake Michigan, and Lake Superior.

Mackinac Island remains one of
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the last great Victorian resorts in America, a purer version of Martha's Vineyard
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Lottice Be Seoted

Wicker-inspired ueaues are threading their way into the

texture of furniture design Bv ANNE FoxLEY

-f l Ticker is a continous strand in the fabric of our history, from Moses's bul-

\ A / ,,rrt, basket to the seats that cushioned the first airplane flights to the

V Y creaky rockers that still hold the fort on every well-appointed porch. Of
late, furniture designers are rediscovering the tactile charm and resilience of the

warp and woof. Intertwining Victorian flourishes with bold modernist silhouettes,

they have come up with an assortment of eminently comfortable chairs that criss-

cross the border between the nostalgic and the contemPorary.

E FOR.ECASTS

Designs thot loom lorge, clockwise
from left, Tom Dixon's rush

Sculpture choir ot Modert Age,
NYC; leother ond rotton cof6
choir from Wolters lrYicker on

bruided sisol rug from Rosecorei

Tom Dixon's wicker Sculpture choir

ot Modern Age; John Hutton's
Block lslond ormchoir for Donghiq;

Eric Roffy's Shongoi choir ot
Furniture of the Twentiett Century.

Woven chintz rug by Focets ot
Polterson, Flynn, Mortin & Monges.

Chinese Seogross on voll ond

floor from Stork. Custom-colored
sisol on portition ond individuol
bockdrops f rom Rosecore.

Detoils see Resources.

Lottice-bock stoinless-steel choir
by Pot Co:penter.

Copley ormchoir from R.olph

Louren Home Collection.

Porlor Squorc Bock Gome

choi; by Polecek.

Borek Sipek's Heleno choir ot
Furniture of the Twentieth

Century, NYC.
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Simple Virtues

(Continued from page 104) household. But
on second glance I began to notice that
some of these ordinary things weren't so

ordinary after all. The clover-patterned
blue and white kitchen tablecloth turned
out to be Porthault and the crockery,
which the family actually uses, proved on
close inspection to consist mainly of old fa-
ience, Chinese porcelain, and English
creamware, including a collection of
pieces with gardening tool motifs.

Not everything here is fine or rare, how-

ever. Nancy has an astutely democratic
way of mixing up the valuable with the
simply charming or interestinS, but there
is also a subtle tension among objects that
teases the viewer into looking more care-

fully than he otherwise might. Above all,
Nancy hates the idea that anyone should
feel he has to like something because he

knows it is expected of him. Consequently
she tends to treat her treasures as mem-
bers of the family, with no special effort to
make anything look important because it
might actually be so by conventional stan-
dards. Nancy's attitude toward collecting
is pragmatic. "Ijustbuy things I like if I can

afford them," she explains, but somehow

everything she buys seems to have some

special quality that makes it visually allur-
ing as soon as she brings it home.

Some of Nancy's favorite things are fam-
ily pieces or gifts, like the ivory leather-
covered French cartonnier in the living
room she received from her good friend
the noted decorator Bunny Williams.
Atop the cartonnier is a present from a

grateful client, an eighteenth-century
French bronze dor6 clock in the shape ofa
sunflower, a plant Nancy has always ad-
mired. The big pink sofa was purchased by
another friend at a local flea market and
traded in exchange for a garden consulta-
tion. And the unusual nineteenth-century
English paisley needlepoint carpet was

bought in New York from the dealer J.
Garvin Mecking, who, when Nancy con-
fessed to him that she loved the carpet but
couldn't afford it, told her to take it and
pay for it whenever she could. Long since

paid for, it has become one of her most
prized possessions. Like everything else

here it announces its presence with under-
statement, yet still resonates provocatively
in the subtle harmony of color and pattern
that makes this house such an enchant-
ing spot. I Editor: Carolyn Engleficld

Country' s New Light

(Continued from page 98) considering that
Swid's stated goal this third time around
was to create a light and airy family beach
house that would be simple but not aus-

tere, cozy but not claustrophobic, charm-
ing but not cute, pretty but not sweet,
sophisticated but not intimidating.

Though Sills's first scheme for the house
looked more like Scarsdale than South-
ampton to the Swids-"there were two
very long faces at the presentation," the
decorator recalls-his second scheme
came closer to what the couple had in
mind. "Not so many window treatments,"
recalls Swid. According to Sills, it was a

screening of My Fair Lady that showed him

the way, particularly Cecil Beaton's sets for
Professor Higgins's mother's house. "That
gave me the idea to do a sort of American
version of a turn-of-the-century English
garden house, mixing Viennese and
French pieces with arts and crafts." That
also gave him the idea for the wallpaper in
the foyer, though where Beaton used a

blue and white William Morris pattern,
Sills chose to "edit" a blue and white Louis
Comfort Tiffany pattern. "Morris was

British, Tiffany was American," explains
the decorator. The concept struck home

for Swid, who was more than enthusiastic
about assembling the wide range of furni-
ture and accessories required to realize the
decorative ideal and was even willing to in-
dulge an ornamental flourish here and
there, provided that Sills adhered to her

keep-it-predominately-white mandate.
Which, of course, he did.

Yet even though Sills reached back in
time for his inspiration, the interior's true
vintage is nonetheless apparent. There's a
measured luxury to these fifteen elegant
rooms that is altogether contemporary,
pure 1990. "I guess I'm still a modernist at
hearr," admits Swid, who takes credit for
her role as Sills's editor. "I like things
clean, simple, and pure." She adds, how-
ever, that she is learning to love the poly-
chromatic honeycomb pattern artisan
Sally Colbert stenciled on the wide-plank
wood floors Sills installed as a backdrop
for his client's ever-expanding collec-
tion of American hooked rugs. This bodes

well for Stephen Sills. Nan Swid plans to
stay in touch. a

Nature Study

(Continued from page 114) anything, don't
have to. The next year I turn the hay back
in, so the soil is black. lt's like Nebraska out
there." In addition to the garden, Welliver
has forty laying chickens, Araucanas from
Chile, whose eggs are multicolored-just
the sort of eggs a painter should have. A
windmill next to the chicken coop gener-
ates electrical energy for the house.

Over the years since the old house was

rebuilt, the Wellivers have replaced some

of what was lost in the fire. A new old stove

sits where the other one sat, there's a Ka-
zak in one of the bedrooms, and some

Shaker pieces and other antiques are
spread here and there throughout the spa-

cious rooms. The house is large. Its 16,000

square feet are distributed over two stories
and the cellar, in which an ample supply of
wine is stored. The house is also unclut-
tered, but it never gives an impression of
coldness. The ceilings-with the excep-
tion of the skylit ceiling of the studio,
which was once the barn-are low.

The air of calm that permeates Wel-
liver's house exists in distinct contrast to
his paintings, which are dense, energized
responses to a world of wild particulars.
They do not soothe, as landscapes have
traditionally done. They excite-the
paintings are relentlessly descriptive, as

various as the world they portray. In all
sorts of weather, with a knapsack filled
with paints and brushes, a folding easel

on his back, and a small canvas in one
hand, Welliver trudges out to his favorite
sites. He sets up and paints, putting every-
thing in-what one sees in the woods near
his house, and also what one suspects is
there. Thousands of snowflakes, leaves,

branches, shadows, ripples, rocks, cracks,

and grass blades become a vision of power
endlessly restored, an allegory of the infi-
nite. Welliver's house has an air of calm be-

cause it must. Its clean lines, its simplicity
provide a refuge from the swirl of nature
that surrounds it and that quickens the art-
ist's canvases. ) Editor: Amicia de Moubray
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66lmade $Lt000
inthe

first four monthsP)

Why don't you become an Interior Decorator?

A fascinating new home-study course
can help you get started

Have you ever enioyed re-doing even a small part of
your home-perhaps creating a whole new rbom-
and using your own ideas? Have you ever helped a
friend solve a decorating problem? You may have the
makings of a rewarding career.

Why not profit from an aptitude
that comes naturally?

Interior decorating is a field of many attractions. A
choice of good positions-full or part time. Perhaps a
business of your own, where you set the hours. Work-
ing in a world of fashion-of beautiful fabrics, furni-
ture and accessories. Where you meet interesting
people, make many friends. Where you are well paiii
tor your talents.

Sou,nds wo_nilerfui? We at Sheffield School can help
make it all come true if you can spare some brief tim-e
at home for enioyable training. No previous experi-
ence or special skills are needed to enroll.

Classroom was never like this!
Sheffield's beautifullv illustrated lessons come to vou
by mail. They are atcompanied by unique "Lisien-
and-Learn" cassette tapes on which you hear the
voice of your instructor guiding you. It's like having a
private tutor all to yourseU.

That's only the beginning!
You are assigned real-life decorating projects, based
on your lessons, which you work out at home and
return to our school. Here a professional decorator
reviews them and then-again speaking to you on
tape-offers you specific ideas anil advict. N-o more
convenient and enjoyable method of learning has ever
been devised!

Call or send for Sheffield's lavish free booklet which
degcribes our course in full detail. There's no obliga-
tion-no galesman will visit.

"Your home-sfudy course gave me the self-confidence and
know-how to start a new career as interior decorator. I was

amazed at how much I learned from Sheffield in such a

- Gayle J., Waxahachie, TX

"Your people were so helpful
and friendly!"

"I've never enioyed working as much!"

'As soon as I fin-
ished vour Course.
I was frired bv a
popular deco'rating
store in town-anil
after iust two
months I received a
?5o/o wage increase!"-
Beoerly R-Aaon, CO

"This course has taught me so
much!"

Thanks to my
Sheffield trainine
I'm now employEd
as Associate Con-
sultant at a local
decoratine shoo."-
Dawn W -'l-o,tnille NY

w
)%"

Imagine how good I
feel talking with
architects -and

understanding
everything they
say-often making
very good sugges-
tions of mv own."
Judy A-S;lisbury, NC
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For Free Booklet
call Toll-Free

Operator
#160
or mail
coupon

Sheflield Solnol
gLH"kI},"p*P.gp:sn

[St-"i?I"Ia s.fr'o oTo r I nterior oesTfln
! Dept. HG60,2|L East 43 Street Ndw York, NY 10017
! Please mail me without charge or obligation the full<olor bo oklet Your Euturc in

I 
lntetior Decorafizg describing opporhrnities in decorating and how I can get started.

I Add.".t
City/
State
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THE HG DIRECTORY

A monthly guide to the toll-free numbers
of prestigious advertisers in the building and

remodeling, furniture, home fashions, and

tabletop markets. Call for further information
about products and services, to order brochures,

or for information on store locations.

BUILDING AND REMODEL!NG
American Standard 800-82l-7700 X4023

Andersen Corporation 800-255-2550
G.E. Appliances 800-626-2000

Kohler Color Coordinates 800-772-1814 DEPT HG
Kohler Company 800-4-KOHLER

Machin Designs 800-MACHIN-4
Marvin Windows 800-346-5128

PPG Industries, Inc. 800-2-GE I'-PPG

FURNITURE
Century Fl-rrniture Company 800-852-5552

Dapha, Ltd. 800-334-7396
Drexel Heritage Furnishings Inc. 800-447-4700

Expressions Custom Fbrniture 800-544-4519

Hekman Furniture 800-253-9249
Henredon turniture Industries 800-44+3682

La Barge 800-253-3870
Roche-Bobois 800-225-2050

Thomasville F\rrniture 800-225-0255
Wesley Allen Brass Beds 800-541-3027

HOME FASHIONS
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. 800-233-3823

Colonial Williamsburg 800-446-9240
Duette by Hunter Douglas 800-32-STYLE

DuPonto "Stainmaster" Carpet 800-4-DUPONT
Karastan 8O0-234-ll2O

Laura Ashley Home Collection 800-223-6917
Monsanto Wear-Dated Carpet 800-322-NEAR

Raintree Designs 800-422-4400
Revman 800-2r-0658

Vectra Fabric hotector 800-241-4880

TABLETOP
Georg Jensen 800 -223-1275

Lenox China & Crystal 800-635-3669
Noritake Company, Inc. 800-562-1991

0rrefors 800-351-9842

Reed & Barton 800-3€-1383
Royal Copenhag en 80O-223-127 5

Swarovski Silver Crystal 800-556-6478
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Peaceable Kingdom

(Continuedfrompage 119) as well as impres-
sionist and modern art.) And more and
more Europeans and Americans are will-
ing and able to bid in the $10-$15 million
range. "I think the market is here to stay,"
says Lucy. "We have more to sell than
we've ever had, and there's a higher level
of quality and value."

Success has brought criticism. Many
dealers charge that Sotheby's has artificial-
ly inflated the market, mainly by making
huge loans to prospective buyers. Half of
the $53 million that Alan Bond bid for Van
Gogh's lriias in 1987 turned out to be a loan
from Sotheby's; his inability to repay it
caused an uproar in the art communily.
and put the painting back on the market.
(Irises was bought by the Getty Museum
this past March for an undisclosed sum.)
Sotheby's has now changed its policy: the
firm will no longer lend money against
paintings that are up for sale. But the in-
creasing tendency to see only the dollar
signs in art troubles a lot of people, includ-
ing Lucy. "Every collector-not just so-

called speculators-has been forced by the
rise in value of paintings to be aware that
what they hang on the wall is also a signifi-
cant asset. I don't think anybody can get
away from it." The commercialization of
art proceeds apace, and the auction
houses, which are largely responsible, are
taking a beating in the press, but the end of
the auction boom is nowhere in sight.

Lucy has streamlined her life as much as

possible. She uses a personal shopper for
her clothes, and although she says she her-
self doesn't think in terms of interior deco-
rating, she does use a decorator, Jane
O'Keefe. 'Jane's absolutely essential. She

knows our taste." What is their taste? "Not
too fancy. We really are interested in the
works of art. Our paintings should take
precedence. Not that it's such a stellar col-
lection, but we don't want cabbage roses all
over the place." In their New York apart-
ment they have mostly contemporary
drawings by Brice Marden, Donald Sul-
tan, Susan Rothenberg,Joel Shapiro, Mal-
colm Morley, Dubuffet, and Baselitz,
along with some nineteenth-century En-
glish paintings and a few antiquities and
tribal pieces. In the country it's British na-
ive, often anonymous farm animal paint-
ings, an enthusiasm of David's.

Lucy, who is thirty-something but looks
twenty-something, grew up with a lot of

animals in a small isolated village about fif-
ty miles north of London, where her fa-
ther was deputy chairman of J. Walter
Thompson. She learned to ride when she

was five and became a prizewinning eques-

trian. At the age of eight, she went off to
boarding school. At eighteen, she went to
the Courtauld Institute, where she spent
the next four years specializing in contem-
porary art. Her first job was with Henry
Moore, helping to put together a catalogue
raisonn6 of his work. She did the same

thing for Anthony Caro, After that she or-
ganized an auction for the British alterna-
tive-space organization Air & Space, and it
was so successful that she earned a reputa-
tion as a crack fund-raiser. The Sotheby's
job in London rescued her from fund-rais-
ing, and now Horsefly Farm rescues her
every Friday from Sotheby's.

A big brown and white turkey that looks
as though hejust strutted offa bourbon la-

bel crosses in front of Lucy and Josephine
as they emerge from the henhouse carry-
ing freshly laid eggs. The donkeys are hee-

hawing. Barnyard noises are the only
sounds in this idyllic countryside-the
farm adjoins 300 acres of foundation-
owned meadows and lake on which no
houses can ever be built. One of the pygmy
goats they've named after a well-known
European art dealer ("because he's small
and ugly and thinks only about sex") is mis-
behaving again. Skirting their little eigh-
teenth-century farmhouse, Lucy stoPs to
pick a few weeds in the vegetable patch.
The view across the lake is as bucolic as Tie
Gard,en of Eden, a nineteenth-century En-
glish painting by Miles of Northleach that
hangs in their unfastidious living room.

Lucy clomps through the mud in her
moccasins, wearing fadedjeans, a white T-
shirt by Comme des Garqons, and an over-
size sweater. Josephine, in OshKosh, is
lugging Boo, a gray brown rabbit nearly as

big as she is. Lucy andJosephine open the
barn door and meander past the horses in
their stalls. At the other end of the stable,

they stop at the sty to check on supine Al-
ice, their 300-pound pig. Last summer, a

huge boar arrived and spent two weeks in
the sty with Alice, but nothing happened.
It appeared that Alice had a bad case ofar-
thritis. How did they know? "She couldn't
get up." The Nashes are trying again for
piglets, but Lucy doubts very much that
they'll arrive before the new baby does.
The salesroom at Sotheby's, with its fren-
zied competition and prices in the millions,
seems very far away. I



HANDMADE
E NGLISH C ONSERVATORIES
For over a century' Amdega have been designing and building ,1fia styles and finishes to suir all types of houses and budgets;
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Resources

DESIGN
Poge 36 Deloney & Cochron/Site 375,9ox77462,
375 lllinois St., Son Froncisco, CA 94-l07; (4i5)
495-5800.38 Gozelle choirs, sleelwilh boked ep-
oxy finish, by Jonolhon Crinion for AREA, $135, to
lhe trode ot AREA, Toronlo; Dole Trovis, NYC;
Molcolm B. Weiss & Assocs., Atlonlo; Strolus 2,
Chicogo; Jone Bonder & Assocs., Dollos; Krislion-
sen, Son Diego; Johnston Group, Son Froncisco.
For U.S. reloil suppliers, coll (41 6) 299-0088.

DEALER'S EYE
Poges 56 Vollin Golleries, 516 Donbury Rd., Wil-
ton, CT 06897; (203) 7 62-7 441

COUNTRY'S NEW TIGHT
Poge 93 Cuslom tufted sofo, tub choi r i n blue silting
room, to the trode lo order ot Stephen Sills & As-
socs., NYC 1212\289-8180. Pumice cotlon/silk on
sofo, to lhe lrode ol Scolomond16, NYC, Atlonto,
Boston, Chicogo, Dollos, Houston, Loguno Ni-
guel, Los Angeles, Miomi, Philodelphio, Son Fron-
cisco, Woshington, D.C.; JEH/Denver, Denver;
Fee-McLoron, Honolulu; Gene Smiley, Minne-
opolis; S. C. Smith, Phoenix; Designers Show-
room, Seottle. Homespun linen (#PN-3) on tub
choir, Sondy's Slone cotton (#PC-17) on sofo pil-
lows, lo the lrode from Nonlucket Looms, Non-
tuckel (508) 228-1908. Setolono Sheer wool/silk
for curtoins, 54" wide, $60 yd, to the trode ot Clor-
ence House, NYC, Atlonlo, Boston, Chicogo, Dol-
los, Donio, Denver, Houston, Los Angeles,
Philodelphio, Portlond, Son Froncisco, Seottle,
Troy. Richord Meier Ano silver-plole picture

fromes on forloble, from o collection of Swid Pow-
ell items, ovoiloble ot Borneys New York, Berg-
dorf Goodmon, Bloomingdole's. D. F. Sonders, oll
NYC; House of Denmork, Atlonlo; Geory's, Bev-
erly Hills; Studio 330, Birminghom; Melro-De-
signs of the 20th Cenlury, Chorlotte; Morsholl
Field's, Toble of Contents, both Chicogo; ln-Tech
Design, Denver; Urbon Obiects, Philodelphio;
Mocy's Colifornio, Son Froncisco; Fred Segol
Zero Minus Plus, Sonlo Monico; Americon Hond,
Woshinglon, D.C.; Arlofox, Weslporl; Neimon
Morcus. 94-95 Cuslom-poinled decorolive floor,
by decorolive pointer Solly Colbert, NYC (2.l2)
219-1599. 18th-century llolion pietro duro lop/
pointed f rome toble, similor items ol Alexond re Bi-
oggi, Poris (l) 42-86-08 40. Mies von der Rohe
Collection gloss/tubulor-steel MR tobles, to the
lrodefrom KnollStudio, o division of Knoll lnlerno-
lionol, NYC, Atlonio. Boslon, Chorlotle, Chicogo,
Cincinnoti, Dollos, Denver, Deiroil, Houslon, Los
Angeles, Miomi, Minneopolis, New Brunswick,
Philodelphio, Phoenix, Soint Louis, Son Froncisco,
Seotlle, Toronlo, Woshington, D.C. Wrought-iron
'l 930s floor lomps, similor ilems ol Geffner-
Scholzky Anliques, Soulh Egremont (4,l3) 528-
0057. Custom tub choir, tufted sofo, lufted choir, to
lhe trode lo order ot Stephen Sills & Assocs., NYC
(2,l2) 289-BlB0. Homespun linen (#PN-3) on
choirs ond sofo, romie/linen fobric (#PN-25) on
pillows on wicker choise ond tufted choir, lo the
trode from Nontucket Looms, Nonlucket (508)
228-1908. Wedgwood Queen's Wore l Slh-centu-

ry dish on Mies von der Rohe loble, Thonel ebo-
nized-beech mogozine rock, similor ilems ot Nioll
Smith Antiques, NYC (212) 255-0660.95-97 Cus-
lom-pointed dining room wolls, by decorolive
pointerSolly Colbert, NYC (212) 219-i 599. Ameri-
con orls ond crofis wooden condleslicks on mon-
tel, to the trode ol Joel Molhieson, NYC (2'l2) 966-

7332. Selolono Sheer wool/silk for curloins, 54"
wide, $60 yd, to the lrode ol Clorence House (see
obove). Roberl A. M. Stern Metropoliton silver-
plote toll slroighl condleslicks, Robed Mopple-
lhorpe Orchid porceloin coup plole, both for Swid
Powell (see obove). 98 Pliss6 linen/royon/silk for
curtoins, 49" wide, $49.50 yd, lo the trode ot Clor-
ence House (see obove). Tick Tick coilon on wick-
er choir, 50" wide, $63 yd, lo the trode ot
Decorotors Wolk, NYC. Atlonlo, Boston, Chicogo,
Dollos, Denver, Houslon, Los Angeles, Miomi,
Philodelphio, Son Diego, Son Froncisco, Seottle,
Troy, Woshington, D.C. 99 Lote 19lh ceniury
Americon cosl-iron gorden bench ond choirs, sim-
ilor ilems ol Richord Kozorion Anliques, Newpori
(40,l) 846-3563. Michoel Groves Little Dripper
porceloin coffee pot, fiher, lid, Groves porceloin
sugor bowl, creomer, spoon sel, Tigermon
McCurry Wings porceloin bowl, George Sowden
Rio porceloin buffel ploles, Robert Veniuri Note-
book ond Grondmolher porceloin mugs, George
Sowden Rio porceloin mug, Michoel Groves Blue
Corinth porceloin mugs, oll for Swid Powell (see
obove). Terroce plonting design by Ben Boldwin,
31 Polmor Ter., Eost Homplon, NY I-l937.

SIMPLE V!RTUES
Poge 100 Noncy McCobe Gorden Design, Box
447, Solisbury, CT 05068. 102 Clover collon,94"
wide, $l 75 yd, os loblecloth, $300-$500, to spe-
ciol order from Porthoult, NYC (212) 688-1660.
104-05 Pelronello coiton on ormchoirs, from
Cheshom Collection, 54" wide, $35 yd, to speciol
orderfrom Libedy of London, NYC, Ardmore, Chi-
cogo, Woshington, D.C. 106 Reproduction Lul-
yens Clifton gorden choirs, seosoned English ook,
f540 eo, from Cliflon LitlleVenice, London (1)289-
7894. 107 Bromble Leof colton os loblecloth, by
HodsollMcKenzie,54" wide,$75 yd, to lhe trode ol
Clorence House (see obove for pg 93). Scolloped
linen pi llow shoms, $204 eo sld or sq, $1 36 eo bou-
doir size, linen lop sheet, $471 queen size, from
Porthoult, NYC (2,l2) 688-,l660. Cornotion colton
on bedroom ormchoir,54"wide, $35 yd,lo speciol
order from Liberty of London (see obove).

NATURE STUDY
Poges I l0-l I Horbor Duck cotton on so{o ond pil-
lows, to the trode ot Schumocher, for showrooms
coll (800) 423-5881 . Breuer Collection Wossily lu-
bulor-sleel/leother choir, to lhe trode from Knoll-
Studio,odivision of Knoll lnlernotionol (seeobove
for pgs 94-95). Cowhide rugs from Chile ol Tondy
Leother, for neoresl store coll (800) 433-5546, in
Tx (817) 551-9621 (collect).

THE NEW FRONTIER
Poge 124 Re-incornotion Piece ogoinst V-shoped
window, Weeper slonding figure by doorwoy, by
Rhondo Soboff, work ovoiloble through L.A.
Eyeworks, Los Angeles (2-l3) 653-8255. Custom
dining toble wiih ploslic lominote top ond Douglos
fir legs, designed by Josh Schweitzer, fobricoted
by Comeron Aslon, to order from Schweilzer BlM,
Hollywood (213\ 962-5530. Custom CITY stoined
mople choirs, chondelier with fobricoted foom-
core shode, lomp cord, lomp holder, designed by
Josh Schweilzer, lo order from Schweilzer BlM,
Ho I lywood (21 3\ 9 62 - 5530.

DOUBLE BITLING
Poges I26-31 Eucolyplus stump tobles with gold-
leof-edged gloss tops on coslers, $300 eo, to spe-
ciol order from BAM Construclion/Design, Sonio
Monico (2131 393-3252. 128-29 Lomp, rusled
sleel diomond-plole bose on skoleboord wheels
with electricol hordwore, $l ,000, to speciol order
from BAM (see obove). 130 Chulo Visto, 

.1985,

lithogroph by Peier Alexonder, from lomes Cor-
coron Gollery, Sonlo Monico (213) 451-4666.131
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Resources

Kilchen mosoic floor, to speciol order from BAM
(see obove). Mondorin Rose colton on sofo, by
Gionni Versoce, to the trode ot Chino Seos, NYC,
Los Angeles; Jerry Poir & Assocs., Atlonto, Donio;
Ostrer House, Boston; Hinson & Co., Chicogo;
Woller Lee Culp, Dollos, Houston; Sheors & Win-
dow, Denver, Son Froncisco; Fee-McCloron, Ho-
nolulu; Toggort-Zwiebel, Philodelphio,
Woshington,D.C.; Stephen E. Eorls, Porllond, Se-

ottle; Compbell-Louis, Troy. Aluminum boseboll
bot tobles, $500 eo, lo speciol order from BAM
(see obove). Fibergloss cow, designed by Richord
Mulligon, lo lhe lrode lo speciol order from Rich-
ord Mulligon, Los Angeles (2,l3) 653-0204.

OUT OF BOUNDS
Poge I38 Steel gorden orchwoy, similor golework
from Bob Keoling, (203) 253-01 04.

NANTUCKET FEDERAL
Poges 140-47 Corpenlry, by Fronk Psorodelis,
No ntuckel (508\ 228-2656. 1 42-44 Jocq uo rd Mo -
dros cotlon loce (#32560) for curtoins, 70" wide,
$85 yd, lo the trode from E. C. Corter, o division of
Greeff Fobrics, for showrooms coll (800) 223-
0357 . 1 42 Pompeion Slri pe hond -pri nted wo I I po-
per, lo lhe lrode ot Brunschwig & Fils, NYC,
Atlonto, Beochwood, Boslon, Chicogo, Dollos,
Donio, Denver, Houston, Loguno Niguel, Los An-
geles, Philodelphio, Son Diego, Son Froncisco,
Seotlle, Toronto, Troy, Woshington, D.C. Volerio
Medollion cotton/silk on sofo, lo lhe trode lo spe-
ciol order ol Scolomond16 (see obove for pg 93).
145 Strobel Relief hond-prinled wollpoper, Stro-

106 Hougar Road
PO. Box 10
Lilypons, MD 21717
(301 ) 874-5133

q/Vtr"r-filtzt
irz your

g",rlt-

/,lyp"t eatiogrz t'rotuzts EL'EzytlzbS "rJJ t'""
youz gaulEn fiool', "J,l.ry d* 1r""t.

Lilypons Water Gardens

bel Frieze hond-printed border wollpoper, lo the
lrode ot Scolomond16 (see obove for pg 93). 147
Chorlotte cotlon/polyesler comforler, $375 full/
queen size, from Rolph Louren Home Collection ot
Polo/Rolph Louren, NYC, Beverly Hills, Boslon,
Chicogo, Dollos, Denver, Lo Jollo, Minneopolis,
Polm Beoch, Polo Alto, Princeton, Son Froncisco.

FORECASTS
Poge 170 Sculpture rush/metol choir, designed by
Tom Dixon, $1 ,764, ol Modern Age, NYC (212)
353-3450. Woven leother on rotlon frome choir
(#WAC-10), $550, to the trode ot Wollers Wicker.
NYC; Reogon & Assocs., Atlonto; Ostrer House,
Boslon; Potlerson, Flynn, Mortin & Monges, Chi-
cogo; George Comeron Nosh, Dollos; Woliers/
Rosecore, Donio; C. W. Stockwell, Los Angeles;
Dorr-Luck, Philodelphio, Woshington, D.C.; Po-
cific Showrooms West, Son Froncisco; Collins-
Droheim, Seoille; Hoberl, Toronlo; Billi Born,
Troy. Cuslom woven sisol oreo rug, from Woldo
Colleclion, to lhe lrode to order ol Rosecore Cor-
pet, NYC, Donio, Philodelphio, Woshington, D.C.;
Ainsworlh-Nooh, Atlonto; Phillips-Crowford,
Beochwood; George & Fronces Dovison, Boston;
Rozmollin, Chicogo; Wolter Lee Culp, Dollos,
Houston; Linn Ledford Showroom, Denver; Fee-
McCloron, Honolulu; Decorolive Corpets, Los An-
geles; Richord Guillen Showroom, Loguno
Niguel; Thomos Gritfith, Son Froncisco; Collins-
Droheim, Seottle; Wode Corter, Tempe; H & I Cor-
pel, Toronlo; Ghiordes Knot, Troy. Sculplure
wicker/metol choir, designed by Tom Dixon,
$1 ,764, ot Modern Age, NYC (2,l2) 353-3450.
Block lslond ormchoir, rolton woven over hord-
wood frome wilh cotton/down cushion, designed
by John Hutlon for Donghio, $.1,440 COM, to the
trode ot Donghio Furniture, NYC, Chicogo, Cleve-
lond, Donio, Los Angeles, Son Froncisco, Wosh-

1O6Li\ponsWay
PO. Box 1130
Thermal, CA92274

ington, D.C.; lnlerior Elements, Allonto; Oslrer
House, Boslon; Dovid Sutherlond, Dollos, Hous-
ton; Wendy Boyd, Denver; Telio & Cie., Montreol,
Toronlo; Judy Boer, Philodelphio; Suson Mills, Se-
ottle. Shongoi ormchoir, rotlon seol/hommered
tubing frome, designed by Eric Roffy, $580, ot Fur-
nilure of lhe Twentielh Cenlury, NYC (212) 929-
6023. Custom Rondele Twill Woven Cotlon Chinlz
rug, by Focels/Textile Designs, $4,674 COM, to
the trode lo order ol Potterson, Flynn, Mortin &
Monges, NYC, Chicogo; Designer Corpeis, Atlon-
lo; Vivion Wotson, Dollos; Regency House, Den-
ver, Son Froncisco; Denton Jones, Houslon;
Decorolive Corpels, Los Angeles; Delk & Morri-
son, New Orleons; Dorr-Luck. Philodelphio;
Thomos & Co., Phoenix; Trode Wings, Woshing-
ton, D.C.; Mork B. Meyer, West Polm Beoch. Chi-
nese Seogross, lo lhe trode ol Stork Corpel, NYC,
Atlonto, Boston, Chicogo, Dollos, Donio, Hous-
lon, Los Angeles, Philodelphio, Son Froncisco,
Troy, Woshinglon, D.C.; Gregory Alonso, Cleve-
lond; Sheors & Window, Denver, Loguno Niguel;
Deon-Worren, Phoenix; Designers Showroom,
Seotlle. Cuslom-colored sisol (#M-7 Lemon) on
porlilion, from Roinbow-Miroge Collection, to the
lrode lo order ot Rosecore (see obove). Lotlice
choir, sloinless steel with suede seol, $900, from
Pol Corpenter Design, High Point, lo order coll
(919) 885-9322. Cuslom-colored sisol (#M-7 Lem-
on) on bockdrop, from Roinbow-Miroge Collec-
lion, lo lhe lrode lo order ol Rosecore (see obove).
Copley mohogony ormchoir with woven peol rol-
ton bock, Chino Ghurko fobric on seot, $2,810.
from Rolph Louren Home Collection (see obove
for pg 147). Porlor Squore Bock Gome choir,
wicker seol/rottqn frome, $296,lrom Polecek, for
srores coll 1800]1 227-2538, in CA (415) 236'7730.
Cuslom-colored sisol (#M-8 Forgel-Me-Not) on
bockdrop, from Roinbow-Miroge Collection, to
lhe lrode lo order ot Rosecore (see obove). Heleno
rotton choir, designed by Borek Sipek, $660, ot
Furnitureof theTwenlieth Cenlury, NYC (212) 929-
5023. Custom-colored sisol (#M-6 Cherry) on
bockdrop, from Roinbow-Miroge Collection. to
the trode lo order ol Rosecore (see obove).
ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE
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ArtS odvOCote ThestreersofNewYorkCityarealittle

cee Brown ffi:J:::L;"i::::i [:T::ffitr;
r . . , rjch, thanl<,s to Cee Brown. executivels toKlng lt tc direcroro[CreariveTime.sincetaking

thg StfeetS thereinsofthenot-for-profit"guerril-
Ia arts organization" three and a half
years ago, the 37-year-old son ofa Yak-

ima, Washington, cattle rancher has spent seventy hours of
every week helping "emerging and underrecognized artists"
realize some four hundred works for public spaces, not only
in Manhattan but also in Queens, Brooklyn, and the Bronx.

Although Brown previously spent four years at the Muse-
um of Modern Art and five years at the Holly Solomon Gal-
lery, he ultimately decided that his commitment was to the
public, not the private, sector. "You shouldn't have to go to
the hallowed halls of some museum or gallery for an 'art ex-

perience,"' he explains. "Art shouldn't be ghettoized. We
should take art to people, not try to bring people to art."

The kind of art Brown is intent on bringing to people may
be either performed or purely visual, but as times goes by it is
increasingly socially oriented. Although these are difficult
days for art that packs a political, social, or sexual punch,
Brown is not one to back down from a fight. Consider, for ex-
ample, the giant photographic poster he succeeded in per-
suading the Metropolitan Transit Authority to mount on the
side of 38 New York City buses last winter. Created by Gran
Fury, a collective of AIDS activists, the Benetton-inspired
moving billboard depicted three in-
terracial, but not uniformly inter-
gender, couples kissing under a

banner line that read rtsstNG
DOESN'T KILL: GREED AND INDIFFER.

ENCE Do. An emphatic sidebar fur-
ther explained: "Corporate greed,
government inaction, and public in-
difference make AIDS a political cri-
sis." Although Brown was more than
willing to dip into his $600,000 annu-
al operating budget to pay for the
buses' display space, the powers-that-
be at the MTA had to approve the
poster-which, as you might imag-
ine, took some doing. "I am proud to
have been part of that project," notes
Brown, who is also proud that the cu-
rators at the Whitney Museum chose

to include Gran Fury's poster in the
exhibition "Image World."

Also controversial, if for now only
in theory, is the Christo-style wrap-
ping of a vacant city-owned Lower

AT LARGE

East Side tenement which one of Brown's artists recently pro-
posed to draw attention to the irony of "warehoused" apart-
ments in acity beset with homelessness. Brown confesses that
his chances of getting municipal permission are pretty slim:
"So maybe this project willjust happen."

No less timely, if somewhat less controversial, was the Pan-
theon-style greenhouse that Brown helped sculptor Bob
Bingham build out of old refrigerators and air conditioners.
Meant to call attention to "the destroyers of our environ-
ment," this odd structure was one of nine pieces included in
an exhibition Brown installed last summer in the Anchorage,
a cavelike public space inside the Brooklyn base of the Brook-
lyn Bridge. For the same space this summer, Brown has

scheduled a series of performance artists, including Karen
Finley whose work, says Brown, "traditionally deals with
rape, institutionalized violence, and church and state issues."

Last spring Brown produced the "Poets in the Bars" series
in an attempt to revitalize the all-butlost tradition of public
poetry readings practiced by the Beat poets ofthe late 1950s

and early'60s. "lt was a very simple, beautiful little idea," re-
calls the man who made it happen. Thirty-four poets and
eight bars participated in the eight-night program, and on
one evening the crowds were so great that Brown had to in-
stall loudspeakers outside Dylan Thomas's old haunt, the
White Horse Tavern, to satisfy an overflow audience.

To make sure that he remains up-to-date on new develop-
ments in popular culture, Brown keeps his ear to the ground.
Three years ago, for example, when he heard that a group of

especially agile black and Hispanic
youths in Harlem had introduced a

stylized dance called voguing, based

on classic modeling poses, Brown in-
vited them to strut their stuff in a per-
formance series called "UP Tiempo I"
at El Museo del Barrio. "We're finally
legit," screamed one of the young
voguers on opening night. The pro-
gram Brown lined up also offered
performance pieces by artists explor-
ing such timely themes as alcoholism
among Native Americans, the plight
of the homeless in Los Angeles, and
racism everywhere.

Considering the current troubling
state of governmental and corporate
funding, I asked Brown if he ever got
discouraged trying to drum up sup-
port for artists whose work falls out-
side the mainstream. "I believe in
what I'm doing," he said. "I'm losing
my hair, but I'm not losing my enthu-
siasm." Charles Gandee
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Cee Brown ot work in his Tribeco office
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